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Obedience and the
Christian Life
E. W. Kuehnel

The Qommon Touch
I would not be too wise—so very wise
That I must sneer at simple songs and creeds,
And let the glare of wisdom blind my eyes
To humble people and their humble needs.

H o w a Smile W o n
Opal a H o m e
Mrs. J. W. Ricketts

I would not care to climb, so high that I
Could never hear the children at their play,
Could only see the people passing by,
Yet never hear the cheering words they say.
I would not know too much—too much to smile
At trivial errors of the heart and hand,
Nor be too proud to play the friend the while,
And cease to help and know and understand.

Tithing and Prosperity
Christian Egner

I would not care to sit upon a throne,
Or build my house upon a mountaintop,
Where I must dwell in glory all alone
And never friend come in or poor man stop.
God grant that I may live upon this earth
And face the tasks which every morning brings,
And never lose the glory and the worth
Of humble service and the simple things. .

Bible Study
E. Lewis Berg

i
Foreign Missions
—- ^

-Edgar A. Guest.

19

editor of the Buffalo Times, listing the itemized expenditures of the young heiress, set
opposite them the corresponding expense
items of Mary Jane Smith, also 14, who lives
on Eagle street, in Buffalo. This comparison,
which follows, is a telling argument for
high income and inheritance taxes.
A communication from President John C.
Acheson, Malchester College, St. Paul, Minnesota, states that the Men and Missions
Sunday which is observed by the Laymen's
Missionary Movement will occur this year
on November 17th, the second Sunday preceding Thanksgiving. He reports a steadily
increasing interest in the observance of the
day.
NEGROES HAVE A SYNAGOGUE
One of the strangest religious sects in
New York City is a Negro parish of the
Jewish faith. The rabbi, Moushae Ben
Dovid, a full-blooded Negro, was born in
Africa, went to Haiti and then to New York
City in 1913 where he made a name for
himself as a boxer and wrestler. Later he
decided to study theology and for some reason chose the Hebrew faith. He is known
as "Rabbi Matthew" to his flock.

will put it into the mail improperly addressed is one of the mysteries.
Tokio, though it is on a small island in
the Japanese Ahchipelago, now has the distinction of being the second largest capital
in the world, its inhabitants numbering 5,311,000. Only London, with is population of
8,202,818, exceeds it.
Harvard University has acquired twenty
fragments of the famous "ivory house" of
Ahab, King of Israel, through the efforts by
Dr. Kirsopp Lake, professor of history at
Harvard and his associates in excavations in
Samaria. King Ahab's palace stood on the
summit of a hill. Some of the fragments
found were richly overlaid with gold or inset with lapis. The designs on the ivories
correspond with the Biblical descriptions of
Solomon's Temple. Reference to Ahab's
"ivory house" is found in the Bible, I King's
22:39.

IT'S A BOTTOMLESS HOLE
, Several years ago a well was drilled for
oil 3,600 feet deep on the farm of David
Yoder near Hutchinson, Kan. Trying to fill
up the hole, Yoder has dumped many loads
of earth and debris into it, but it still seems
to be as deep as ever. At times a gurgling
sound can be heard from the hole which
leads Yoder to believe it has tapped an
underground river and everything dumped
into the hole so far has been washed away.
Proving to Yoder there is plenty of water
under his farm but pumping it from a depth
of more than three-fourths of a mile would
offer difficulties.
MANY BIBLES ARE STOLEN
During 1934 the organization of Gideons,
religious order among traveling salesmen,
placed 46,175 new Bibles in hotels thruout
the United States and Canada. A recent
check showed that nearly half of these Bibles had been carried away by guests. It is
to be hoped the reading even of stolen Scriptures may be productive of some good.
MOTOR CAR FACTS AND FIGURES
There are in use at present in the United
States about 9,000,000 automobiles.
Since 1930, we have junked approximately
15,000,000 automobiles, 20 per cent of them
manufactured before 1927.
Cars made this year may be expected to
average eight years of usefulness, an increase of one year as compared with cars
made five years ago.
Manufacturers not only are making better cars now but users haye learned to take
better care of them.
ANY OF THIS MONEY YOURS?
Poorly or improperly addressed letters
find .their way by the thousands to the Dead
Letter office at Washington every year. In
1932, reports from that office show about
$90,000 was found in undeliverable letters
reaching the office during the year. Why
folks, otherwise careful with their money,

In only two large cities of the United
States are the street car fares still kept
down to 5 cents—New York and San Francisco. Ten cent fares are common. It is an
almost universal practice to have a cash
fare rate and another rate for tokens or
tickets sold in quantites.
An aerial photographer, cruising one day
in an airplane at an altitude of some 23,000
feet above the topography of California,
pointing his specially constructed, long-distance camera in the direction of Mt. Shasta,
331 miles distant—one hundred miles farther
away than it cauld be seen with the naked
eye—pressed the camera bulb, and found, to
his satisfaction, when he developed the film,
that he had a good picture of the whitecapped peak. This is certainly a long-distance camera record.
ANYWAY HE GOT FOLKS TO CHURCH
Great plans were made on a recent Sunday by the congregation of a Whitewood,
Saskatchewan, church, for all members to
gather on a certain evening the following
week and give the church building a
thorough cleaning. On the evening designated, only one member, Herbert Parker,
showed up. Out of patience with his fellow
members, he thought out an idea which
would still bring them to church. He turned
in a fire alarm and in a few minutes there
was plenty of help to put the church in
apple pie order for future Sunday services.
LONGEST GAS PIPELINE
The longest distance natural gas ever has
been piped in America will be from Texas
to Minneapolis, Minn., about 1,000 miles
for which a 16-inch pipeline now is being
laid.
TWO GIRLS' LIVING EXPENSES
A New York judge has increased to $45,750 the allowance which the mother of
Brenda Diana Duff Frazier, 14, may spend
on the child heiress the next 16 months. The

Brenda Diana Mary Jane
Clothing
$5,400
$8.32
Skating, dancing lessons
150
Music studies
900
School
2,250
Governess
2,250
Secretarial service
2,250
Amusements, parties
1,800
Charitable contributions
375
.10
Summer vacation, traveling.... 5,250
Books, toys, school supplies.... 900
.30
Club dues
600
Medicine and doctors
2,250
3 50
Dentist
3,600
3.50
Christmas gifts
375
.10
Gratuties
300
Pocket money
156
.02

GRINDING GRIST
By C. A. Byrt
I say there, Mister Preacher-man
I'd have a word with you;
I know you get discouraged
And sometimes very blue.
The salary's slim; the going's tough,;
It seems you can't exist,
But you'll have to keep on grinding
Or you're going to lose your grist.
The folks are having troubles, too;
They've had no easy lot,
And in_their, rush and hurry
The House of God's forgot.
We know it is discouraging,
Yet still we must insist;
You'll have to keep on grinding
Or you're going to lose your grist.
Brother, there were other times
When things were looking blue;
But God was always standing by
To see his people through.
So in these days of fret and strain
Don't wander in the mist;
Just keep your soul a-grinding
An everlasting grist.
The sun will always shine again
For faithful hearts and true.
The God you love and strive to serve
Is not deserting you.
So lift your head, my brother,
And tell the Father this;
Lord, I may die a-grinding,
But I'm going to keep my grist.
SPECIAL NOTICE TO SUNDAY
SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS
At our last General Conference a change
was made in the personnel of the Tract
Committee. The new treasurer is Paul W.
McBeth, whose address is no longer Springfield, Ohio, but Nappanee, Indiana. All contributions for the Tract Fund should be sent
to Paul W. McBeth, c/o E. V. Publishing
House, Nappanee, Indiana.
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WANTED!
500 Boys and Girls to sell Christmas and
Everyday Greetings, Mottoes and Calendars.
Write for particulars.
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
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In contrast to it, however, we are compelled to note the large number of things
which are an absolute refutation of the
teaching that the world is getting better.
Space does not permit mention of the numerous things to which we refer. However, we do wish to call your attention to
several items. The W o r l d W a r , for instance, and conditions in Soviet Russia
since the overthrow of the Czarist reigme.
Bad as it was, we believe that it was infinitely better than that which has obtained
in Russia since the Soviets have taken control. According to figures published in the
"New York Times," the number of people
executed in Soviet Russia since the Soviets
came into power totals 11,726,746. And
take conditions in Germany with its persecution of the Jews and its execution of
high-standing German officials who did not
immediately fall in with Hitler.
Coming back to America there is plenty
that could be said of the frightful conditions of graft, sin, and vice, which have
been .on the increase year after year.
The Bible has clearly predicted the conditions of the time, the tendency of the
world, and the final consummation of those
tendencies in a world dictator who shall
assume complete civil, military, and religious authority, and finally endeavor to us-
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"And Thou Givest Him Not
Warning"

World Outlook
A • small group of friends and business
acquaintances had congregated on the
street this morning. After the usual "Good
Morning!" one of the men said, "Did you
hear that Huey Long was shot last night?"
I replied in the negative. He proceeded to
give me what information had been broadcast by radio.
W h e n he finished an elderly gentleman
in the group and a prominent churchman
turned to the writer and said, " N o w for, I
don't know how many years, the preachers
have been telling us that the world is getting better. Does that sound like it?"
Of course, I countered with the remark,
"I can only speak for myself, but here is
one preacher who has never to his knowledge made that sort of statement."
It must, however, be acknowledged that
the man was right in his statement, because
for the last quarter of a century preachers
who have known the Bible and have realized the terrible trend of the times have
been compelled to combat and to refute the
teaching of easy-going, modernistic preachers who have been instrumental in lulling
people to sleep, keeping them in ignorance
concerning the true condition of the spiritual trend of the world by constantly proclaiming that the world is getting better;
that we are becoming more intelligent and
more refined continually; and that when
finally we can succeed in improving our
environments, banishing ignorance from our
land, we will by these various efforts usher
in the millennium.

(3)
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urp the place of God and demand that he
be worshipped in the place of God.
The Scriptures have also clearly foretold of the re-gathering of God's chosen
people, the Jews, into Palestine. There are
certain organizations which are still trying
to tell people that the Jews will not return
to Palestine, that the W o r d of God does
not foretell their return. But despite all
they have said to the contrary we are assured by the W o r d of God and present
day happenings support the prophetic claim
that the Jews will be re-gathered in the land
of Palestine. The first five months of 1935
ending with M a y brought the total number
of Jews entering Palestine in 5 months to
24,000. The land in Palestine is being acquired by Jewish organizations at a very
rapid rate. Building activity is on the increase; one community alone reporting that
it has pending housing jobs totaling more
than $325,000. A new radio station is being constructed, it will be owned by the
Palestine government. The Jewish temple
is being re-built in more splendor and
grandeur than can be imagined. T w o hundred thousand dollars have been spent on
blue prints and plans alone for it. Jerusalem is now three times its former size.
Colleges and universities are being built,
and the re-building of the land of Palestine
is indeed a proof of the inspiration of the
Holy Scriptures. Activities there in connection with the chosen people are a true
sign of the near approach of the hour when
our Lord shall return for His waiting Bride.

Holding On
The apostle has enjoined believers to
"Cast not away therefore your confidence,
which hath great recompence of reward."
Those who are truly spiritually awakened
and are alive to conditions as they obtain
today are cognizant of the fact that a great
apostasy is sweeping over the world.
Thousands of Christians have lost the
spark, the fire, the inspiration out of their
lives. They are no longer a flame. They
no longer have any ambition to conquer for
God. Many have cast away their confidence. They have not considered the fight
worth while, and gone down under the
strain and test of the present age, and failed to keep pace with the program of God
for their lives.
W e will do well to follow the definition
of "perseverance" of a colored preacher
who said, "It means firstly to take hold,
secondly to hold on, and thirdly and lastly
nebber to let go."
"Let judgment run down as waters, and
righteousness as a mighty stream"

The recent storm in Flor.da has brought
considerable criticism of the Weather Bureau because of the lack of sufficient warning to the inhabitants of the seacoast towns
which were in the path of the storm which
obtained a violence much greater than that
expected.
W e do not know, of course, just how
far reaching were the warnings sent out
nor exactly how much time the inhabitants
of the stricken area had to escape from the
storm after the warning was given. But
from our own observation in newspapers
reports, etc., it would appear that many
failed to heed the warning that was given.
There were, no doubt, many who thought
the storm might not be as severe as predicted. Undoubtedly no one expected that
there would be such a terrific loss of life.
On the whole, whatever warnings there
were, they were apparently ignored. N o
special preparation was made against the
on-coming storm, and the result was a terrific loss of life and property.
Is it not also true that people today are
just as little inclined to receive the warnings that God has given concerning the future, death, and the coming judgment? Men
and women continue to live as though
there were no God to fear and no Hell to
shun. Thousands entertain a vague hope
that somehow the justice of God and the
punishment for sin will not be as severe as
it is pictured in God's W o r d . They entertain a delusive hope that they w j l be
able in their own strength to outstand the
storm and eventually come through without being eternally lost.
W h e n 'Ezekiel was sent forth to warn
the people concerning the coming judgments
of God, the Lord spoke definitely and said
to him, "If thou givest him not warning
(meaning the wicked), nor speakest to
warn the wicked from his wicked way, to
save his life; the same wicked man shall
die in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at thine hand." It is well, therefore,
that those unto whom is committed the
W o r d of God do not forget in this day of
compromise to warn men and women lovingly, faithfully, definitely, and earnestly,concerning the consequences cf a life spent
in sin and the final retribution that must
come on all who fail to heed God's W o r d
of warning and reconciliation.

"War a Good Warfare: Lay
Hold on Eternal Life"
Again and again have we been impressed
with the thought expressed in that grand
old hymn:
"Am I a Soldier of the Cross,
A follow'r of the Lamb?
(Continued on page 296)
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Obedience and the Christian Life
By Edward
TIN maintaining a right relationship to God
•*• as followers of the Lord Jesus Christ,
everything hinges upon our obedience to
Him; for this is the keystone around which
the structure of our Christian character is
builded. In fact, all spiritual graces flourish only as we daily walk in implicit obedience to the revealed will of God.
Necessity of Obedience
The necessity of obedience is immediately brought to our attention when we stop
to consider that the underlying foundation
of our Christian lives was laid by our
meeting of the condition set forth in the
W o r d . It was in complying with His terms
that our sins were forgiven; the self-life
•was renounced, and the Holy Spirit came
into our hearts to abide. Failure on our
part to obey would have forever nullified
our hope of securing God's pardon and
favor. As obedience is necessary to obtain salvation, so it is absolutely essential in
order to keep the grace of God in our lives.
God requires absolute obedience, and there
is nothing that can be satisfactorily substituted for it. This truth was stated to
Saul in no uncertain terms from the lips of
Samuel the Prophet, "Hath the Lord as
great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the Lord?
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and
to hearken than the fat of rams." His attitude concerning obedience remains unchanged to-day. Young people, if God
is calling you to preach the Gospel, either
in the homeland or on the foreign field, or
to any special work that will necessitate
your going out into full-time service for
Him, you had better be quick to obey. If
God's call is upon you, do not let Satan
deceive you into thinking that you can enter the business world instead, and give
your tithes and offerings to the Lord's
work as a substitute that will be pleasing
and acceptable unto Him. Remember, God
requires obedience above all else!

W.

Kuehnel

ed, if we failed to heed her command. M a y
we early learn to mind the Holy Spirit, and
give close attention to His checks. It pays
to mind the Lord in the little everyday
things of life; not merely from a sense of
duty, or fear of being lost, but from the
heart, because we love to obey. Obedience
is the basis for the fulfillment of the promises of God; the groundwork of our faith
and confidence in Him, bearing fruit in
power for service, and the winning of souls
to Christ. It is a testimony to the world
of the grace of God; the proof of our love
for Christ. Jesus said, "If ye love Me, keep
M y Commandments." T h e measure of
our love is determined b y our compliance
with His commands. Then, too, we find
the secret of lasting joy in an undeviating
adherence to His revealed will.

The Cost and Reward
Many times we are tempted to think that
it will cost us too much to obey. As Christians there may be times when we will be
called upon to walk alone,-when the crowd
is going the other way. W e may be misunderstood, derided, scoffed at, and abused.
It may cost us home and loved ones. Truly
the w a y of the cross is the w a y of self-denial. Yet our hearts are encouraged as we
look at others who have gone this way. I
think of Abraham, and the tests he was
called t o go through—that of leaving his
own country and kinsfolk; that of offering
Isaac upon the altar of sacrifice. H o w unfaltering he was in his obedience! And he
was called the "Friend of God," and became the head of a great nation. Look at
Paul, who was persecuted, beaten, stoned,
imprisoned and finally put t o death, yet left
this testimony, "I was not disobedient unto
the Heavenly vision, * * I have fought a
good fight, I have finished my course, I
have kept the faith: henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of righteousness, which
the Lord, the Righteous Judge, shall give
me at that day." Consider the Lord Jesus
Christ, who left His home in Glory, and
Its Importance
Observation reveals the supreme impor- came to this world, " N o t to be ministered
tance of obedience by two plainly recog- unto, but to minister, and t o give His life a
nized facts. First, that one single act of ransom for many." And "though He were
disobedience has many times changed the a Son, yet learned H e obedience by the
entire future course of a life, bring'ng dis- things which He suffered." His obedience
appointment, sorrow and failure as a result. to the Father led Him by the w a y of the
On the other hand, humble submission to Cross, and cost His life, yet His testimony
the will of God has transformed countless was, " M y meat is to do the will of Him
lives, and resulted in happiness and true that sent Me, and to finish His work." This
success. Oh, how much this means to was Christ's highest ambition; may we
young people who have a life to live to the make it ours! "Wherefore God also hath
•glory of God! T h e time to obey God is highly exalted Him, and given Him a Name
when we are young. Hab:'ts of obedience which is above every name." W e need
formed now will stand us in good stead la- ever to keep in mind that although obeter on. I remember an injunction that Moth- dience many times entails trial, testing and
er used frequently when correcting us. She sacrifice, yet it costs infinitely more, if we
would say, "Now, mind what I say!" And fail to obey. As we seek the glory of the
we knew that serious consequences await- Lord in the fulfillment of His will, stronger
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Christian characters will be developed, our
lives enriched, souls won to Christ, and the
blessing of God bestowed upon us. "Well
done, thou good and faithful (obedient)
servant: * * enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord."—The Evangelical Friend.

Those Unhealed Wounds
Hast thou a wound in thy heart brother,
sister.
For which thou hast found no cure?
"It can never be healed," says your heart
within you,
"I must bear it to the grave, I'm sure."
Perhaps some loved one has left you,
To answer death's unchanging call;
And the tie which earth's ills never had
broken,Had to yield, had to yield to it all.
Perhaps joys longed for, departed,
Hopes cherished, all faded away;
Harsh words may have wounded
spirit.
Sore trials thy spirit dismayed.

thy

No matter what wounds you have suffered.
Or how deep and how painful they
seem;
O search for the sure "Balm of Gilead,"**
There's relief and rest from thy pain.
'Tis in Christ, who Himself once was
wounded,
Heart-broken, He died on the tree;
But He now lives as our great Intercessor;
In Him there is healing for thee.
Fret not at the thought of thy suffering,
Grieve not o'er thy sorrow and pain;
Lay hold on the hope set before you.
Your loss may yet be your gain.
Not for naught have those wounds been
inflicted,
God's thoughts far exceed yours and
mine;
It is He holds the key to the future,
And he molds you to his design.
And, perhaps by the things you have suffered.
Your heart more tender may grow;
And you may soothe with a tender compassion,
Some brother's deep wounds and his
woes.
•—Anonymous.
You can never speak to the wrong man
about Christ.—Peter MacFarlane.
Every boy and girl may know Jesus as
their Savior by letting Him come into their
hearts. Jesus is knocking at your heart's
door. Have you opened the door?--Sel.
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How a Smile Won Opal a Home
By Mrs. J. W.

Ricketts

work for. I wish I could keep you with
me."
"Oh, yes," answered Opal, "I'm getting
along just fine, Grandmother. Been working pretty hard lately, but that's what keeps
us from getting lazy, you know." She finished with a gay little laugh which was so
like her mother that Grandmother lifted
her apron to brush away a tear.
N o t long after this visit Opal was called
from school one day to hurry to the bedside of the little old lady and that night
she quietly passed away to her home that
was prepared for her. Opal went back to
Mrs. Moore's with a very heavy heart. Her
last family tie was broken. She was alone
in this world, and yet she said to herself,
" N o , not alone while Jesus is with me."
Despite her loneliness and sadness she kept
the same cheerful attitude in the home or
wherever she was. Mrs. Moore, feeling
that Opal was more dependent on her now
than ever, laid the burdens on her heavier
and heavier. Many, many nights, Opal
knelt by her bedside and wept out her
troubles to her Heavenly Father, but always the same bright, cheerful smile awaited the family in the morning.
Revival meetings had begun in the church
of which Opal was a faithful member. The
evangelist was a Rev. Thomas from the
state of N e w York. Opal longed to attend every service, but this was impossible.
But every time Mrs. Moore would let her
off, she was there, always near the front,
with her smiling face upturned, ready for
whatever the preacher might give out.
The second night that she came the evangelist watched her very closely. After the
service and on their way home, he said to
the pastor, "Brother Evans, who is the girl
with black eyes, black hair, and a smile
that never comes off, who sat near the front
to-night?"
"Oh," said the faithful pastor, "that is
Opal Whitley. There is a very sad story
"Come to our house to stay,
I must tell you. You would never guess it
To wash and wipe the dishes
by seeing her or being with her. That smile
And brush the crumbs away"-—
is, as you say, the kind that never comes
and a million and one other things about off." W h e n he had finished the story and
turned to look at the gray-haired evangethe house.
The dishes washed, lessons prepared, and list, he found him brushing away the tears.
Junior to bed left a very tired and weary
"Will you arrange a time for me to meet
Opal. She opened her own books and tried and talk with that girl?" said Rev. Thomas.
to study, but soon gave up and followed the "I think she is the girl I have been asking
other children to bed. Early the next morn- the Lord to send to me."
ing she was up and at her lessons.
"Certainly," said the pastor, "I shall be
Her two pleasures were her Sunday glad to help Opal in any way that I can."
school and church and her occasional visits
The meeting was arranged, and Opal
to her grandmother. Her grandmother nofound herself seated in the pastor's study
*. Heed the roses fading in her cheeks and
" \ h e tired look in her eyes. During her last with her beloved pastor and the old grayvisit, Grandmother questioned her again, haired evangelist.
"I have been telling Brother Thomas
as she had always done, " M y dear child,
are you really getting on all right at Mrs. something about your life and your brave
Moore's? I hear that she is very hard to struggle," began the pastor, "and he asked

I PAL W H I T L E Y was just a small, frail
girl with black curly hair and snapping eyes. The cheeks that once blossomed as a June rose were fast losing their
color, and the dark circles were beginning
to appear under her eyes. Her mother,
father, and only brother all died with the
flu, leaving Opal alone in the world, except
for her aged grandmother who lived in a
near-by village. W h e n the doctor and funeral bills were paid, the small family savings were exhausted. Opal had found a
home where she might work before and after school and on Saturday for her room
and board and clothes.
While many were pitying Opal because
of her misfortune, she would smile and
thank the Lord that there was always a
way. Her mother had always taught her
to be content with what she had until better could be obtained.
" W e are going out this evening, Opal,"
said Mrs. Moore, the lady for whom Opal
worked, "so you will have to help the
children with their lessons after you have
finished the dishes. And be sure to put
Junior to bed at eight o'clock. And, Opal,
don't let me have to speak to you again
^ about burning your light so late, our electric bills are always big enough."
"Yes, ma'am," answered Opal, "I shall
try to see to everything. Hope you have
a good time, Mrs. Moore. Good-by."
"I wonder when I can get my studying
done?" thought Opal. "Well, I'll hurry
with the dishes, and perhaps after I put
Junior to bed, I may get a few moments."
She began clearing the table, whistling a
merry tune as she worked. One of the
girls was old enough to wipe the dishes,
but Opal knew better than to ask her. Indeed, Opal was looked upon somewhat
like "Little Orphan Annie" you know,
who's
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for a conference with you. Are things
going any better lately, Opal?"
"Oh, thank you, Brother Evans, for your
interest in me, but I am getting along very
well! The Lord is very good to me." And
she added her usual sunny smile. "You
know Mother always said, 'Thank the
Lord for what He gives you before you
ask for more.' "
"I may as well tell you my mission," said
the evangelist. "My wife and I are alone
now, our children are all married and gone,
some to the mission field and even I am
away most of the time. W e have been
praying for some time that the Lord would
send us, not a hired girl, but another daughter. W e are not rich, but we could give
her a good education and the necessary
clothes. I am sure that our prayers are answered if you will consent to go home with
me. You may come for two weeks, and if
you are not satisfied, I will pay your fare
back here. W e want a girl whom we can
love and care for, and who will love and
respect us in return, even as our own. Your
bright cheerful smile in the very face of
hardship and loneliness has won for you a
place in our home. Will you go with me,
Opal, and be my daughter?"
T h e kind-hearted old man arose and
stood with outstretched arms awaiting the
girl's answer. Slowly Opal lifted her tearstained face and with a more radiant smile,
placed her hands in his, saying, "Thank
you, Jesus, for a father and mother and a
home."—Young People's Delight.
"By Faith Abel offered unto God a more
excellent sacrifice than Cain." Cain came
before God as a rigtheous man; Abel as a
sinner. Can brought an offering of acknowledgement; Abel a propitiatory sacrifice. Cain's gift bespeaks a grateful heart;
Abel's a contrite spirit. Cain eyes the goodness of God; Abel His mercy and longsuffering. Cain says, "Lord, I thank Thee for
all Thy benefits toward me"; Abel, "Lord,
I am unworthy of the least of Thy favors."
Cain rejoices in the world as a godly portion; Abel, by faith, discerns and expects
better inheritance. Cain approaches, trusting in an imperfect righteousness of his
own, and departs unjustified; Abel draws
nigh, depending on the perfect righteousness of a Mediator, and goes away righteous in the sight of God.
—Henry Hunter, D. D.
You cannot till a field by tickling it
with a hand rake; it is so with the mind;
we must get something that will go deep
and that will break up the fallow ground
if we would have strength of thoughts.
—Rev. W . B. Caswell.
"And there shall in no wise enter into it
(the Holy City) any thing that defileth,
neither whatsoever worketh abomination,
or maketh a lie: but they which are written
in the Lamb's Book of life." Rev. 21:27.
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Thou Shalt Not Gossip

.

E are now entering into a series of
three lessons on the negative aspect
of Godlikeness. That is to say, what the
spirit of Love, which is the spirit of God,
does not do. And first, we see that God,
who is Love, does not gossip, and will not
tolerate gossip from us.
Out of the abundance of the heart the
mouth speaketh. If we are accustomed to
speak evil of others, it is because we are
accustomed to think evil of others, and
take pleasure in so doing. So we must cut
down this evil tree at the very root. The
mind and heart must be purified. This
points to the necessity for the second blessing of heart cleansing. W e can not hope
to be saved if we are gossipers, for with
what judgment we judge we shall be judged, and with what measure we mete, it
shall be measured to us again.
In every person, no matter how bad he
is, there is something good. He is some
mother's boy, and she loves him and sees
much that is good in him. Mother's love
is a reflection of divine love. Like the
moon reflects the light of the sun, so mother
reflects the light of the love of God. So
we are following God when we think of a
man like his mother thinks of him, but we
are forsaking God when we would cast the
stone of accusation against him.
Let us suppose that you have two plots
of ground. One is a plot of vegetables,
with the weeds all hoed out. The other is
a plot of weeds running riot. Suppose
again that this is in the Far W e s t of our
country, where no rain falls for six months,
and all water has to be sprayed on or furnished by irrigation. Now, you have the
alternative of watering the vegetable and
letting the weeds die, or watering the weeds
and letting the vegetables die. The last
would be a very foolish action, but that is
precisely what we do when we talk about
the evils in a person behind his back, and
say not one wo.rd about Irs good qualities.
It only waters the evil in his nature and
makes it grow bigger anr bigger.

done something that is wrong for some
reason or other. Would you want some
folks to make it their business to spread
knowledge of it around as far as possible?
You would not. It would tend to enrage
you. It would shame you. It would embitter you against those who had spread
the story. It would discourage you against
trying to live the right life. You would
be tempted to think, " N o matter what I do
they will remember the one slip that I made.
They will think that I am still at it. If I
am going to have the name, I might as well
have the game too." Can you not see
what a vicious effect gossiping and scandalmongering has on the victim?
W e have assumed that the story that
is being told of the evil done is a true story.
But many times it is not true at all. And
even when it is true, the whole story is
not given. That is, all the circumstances,
the previous training, the blood in the veins
of the person accused, the part that others
played in it though their names are not
mentioned—all this would make an entirely
different story were it all known. If it is a
sin to repeat a story against a man even if
the story is true, what shall we say about
repeating a story which chances after all to
be false in impression at least?
Even from a selfish standpoint it is very
unwise to fill the mind with these ignoble
stories. One can not be a garbage man
without carrying the smell of the filth on
his shoes and on his other garments. And
one can not fill his mind with stories of
evil without becoming unsavory to others
at least. And if he is not unsavory to himself it is on the same principle with the fact
that a man who has halitosis or bad
breath can not smell his own bad breath,
although it may be nearly strong enough to
knock a man down if the other person
smells it. This may be strong language, but
if just the language is offensive, what about
the fact? Assuredly we should each one
of us avoid ever becoming one of these
scandal-mongers.

Thoughts of evil are like weed seeds,
with one great difference. If you spread
weed seeds, they will spring up and grow,
but it may take several months for the plant
to come to fruition. Furthermore, the number of weeds is limited to the number of
seeds. But gossip spreads like wild Are
and comes to fruition immediately. Furthermore, it is self-propagating instantly.
There will be as many people repeating
the story as the number of people who can
bear it. So you can see what a tremendous
crime is committed by one who starts one
of these stories going.
It may be that the story you are telling
of this man is true. But does that give you
license to tell it? Apply the Golden Rule
to this situation. Suppose that you have

W e have already said enough about
avoiding the practice of spreading evil
stories. But suppose that some one comes
to us and tries to pour such a story into
our ears? If we tolerate such a thing, we
are accessory to the crime. W e should defend the one whose reputation is being attacked. W e can gently and kindly say,
"Well, maybe it isn't all true, after all,
and even if it is true, it may be better
not to speak of it, at least it will be kinder
not to speak of it."—Christian Witness.
Some people say they have nothing
against us, yet they have nothing for us
either. Jesus said, "He that is not against
us is on our part" (Mark 9:40); and the
opposite also holds true.—Sel.
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Different Ways of Praying

<e

1. The formal way—when prayer is a
mere form of words, with little or no heart;
or when it is simply due to the force of a
habit which has lost its real motive power.
2. The hurried way—hastening through
it as a disagreeable and irksome duty—a
duty indeed, but not a delight, and to be
dismissed as quickly as may be.
3. The selfish way—when the real motive is to consume the coveted blessing
upon ourselves—in some way to promote
our own selfish advantage or pleasure.
4. The impulsive way—praying as the
feeling prompts, and when we feel so inclined—without any definite plan of prayer
in our lives or devout habit.
5. The faithless way—with no real dependence on the promise of God, or confident expectation of receiving what we ask
or seek.
6. On the contrary,
there is the
thoughtful way, seeking to meditate upon
God and intelligently understand both the
nature of prayer and the good we seek.
7. The earnest way—with the attention
of the mind and the desire of the heart absorbed in asking, with a determination to
persevere.
8. The trustful way—coming in the
spirit of a child; first believing that God's
promises justify prayer, and then that we
are coming to a Father, both able and will- '*ing.
9. The consistent way—that is, living
as we pray, and so blessing, and by fellowship with God inviting it.
10. The spiritual way—so cultivating acquaintance with the Holy Spirit that He
can and does breathe in us first the desires
we breathe out in prayer.
It is easy to see why we so often fail,
and how we may succeed.
—Missionary Review.

Stains Inside
While walking down the street one day,
I passed a store when the proprietor was
washing the large plate-glass window.
There was one soiled spot which defied all
efforts to remove it. After rubbing hard at
it, using much soap and water, and failing
to remove it, he found out the trouble. "It's
on the inside," he called out to some one in
the store.
Many are striving to cleanse the soul
from its stains. They wash it with the tears
of sorrow; they scrub it with the soap of
good resolves; but still the consciousness of
it is not re'moved. The trouble is: "It's on
the inside." It is the heart that is bad. If
the fountain is bitter the stream will not be
sweet.
. "s
Nothing but the Blood of Jesus, appliefc*>-^by the mighty hand of the Holy Spirit can
cleanse the inside. Nothing but God's
Spirit alone can reach the inside.
—Unknown.
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Tithing and Prosperity
By Christian
From every accumulation of money, the
largest as well as the smallest, God declares that a tithe, or tenth, is His.
n p H I R T Y - S I X years ago Albert A.
"- Hyde, to-day the richest man in
Wichita, Kansas, found himself without
money, and $50,000 in debt. But with high
courage he again started business, and
opening his Bible at the twenty-eighth
chapter of Genesis, he made a ring around
the twenty-second verse. A doctor who
had known Mr. Hyde for some time gave
him a prescription for an ointment he had
used in his private practice, and suggested
that he put it on the market as a commercial commodity. This ointment was the
Mentholatum now sold everywhere in the
United States. Mr. Hyde has kept his
promise, and his giving is very much in excess of the tithe. It supports a mission
school in India. It contributes largely to
the Y. C. M. C. in Wichita. It maintains
a missionary steamboat in Africa, supports
in full three missionaries in China, one in
Japan, one in India, and seven in the United
States, besides numerous private philanthropies which few besides Mr. Hyde himself knows about."—The Sunday School
Times.
Mr. Colgate's Experience
Another man who prospered by paying
tithe is Mr. Colgate, and the following account is given in a leaflet entitled "God's
Truth":
"Many years ago a lad of sixteen left
home to seek his fortune. As he trudged
along he met an old man, a captain of a
canal boat, and the following conversation
took place:
" 'Well, William, where are you going?'
" 'I don't know,' he answered, 'I must
make a living for myself.'
" 'There is no trouble about that,' said
the captain. "Be sure you start right, and
you'll get along finely.'
"William told his friend that the only
trade he knew anything about was soap
and candle making.
" 'Well,' said the old man, 'let me pray
with you once more, and give you a little
advice, and then I will let you go.' They
kneeled down upon the tow path and prayed, and then the old captain gave him this
advice:
" 'Someone will soon be the leading
soap-maker in N e w York. It can be you
as well as anyone. I hope it may. Be a
good man; give your heart to Christ; give
the Lord all that belongs to Him of every
dollar you earn; make an honest soap; give
a full pound; and I am certain you will be
a prosperous and rich man.'
u

^y

" »

The Tenth to God
"The boy arrived in the city.

Lonesome

Egner

and far from home, he remembered his
mother's words and the last words of the
canal boat captain. He was led to seek
first 'the kingdom of God, and His righteousness,' and united with the church. The
first dollar he earned brought up the question of the Lord's part. In the Bible he
found the Jews were commanded to give
one tenth. So he said, If the Lord will
take one tenth, I w.ll give that,' and so he
did; ten cents out of every dollar were sacred to the Lord. He engaged in the soap
business, made an honest soap, gave a full
pound, and instructed his bookkeeper to
open an account with his Lord, and carry
one tenth of all his income to that account.
He prospered, and grew rich faster than
he had ever hoped. He then gave two
tenths, and prospered more than ever. Then
he gave three tenths, then four tenths, then
five tenths. This is the story of William
Colgate, who gave millions of dollars to
the Lord's cause, and left a name that will
never die."
These two are only a few of thousands
who can testify to the truth that God
will fulfill His promise as recorded in Malachi 3:10-12: "Bring ye all the tithes into
the storehouse, that there may be meat in
Mine house, and prove Me now herewith,
saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open
you the windows of heaven, and pour you
out a blessing, that there shall not be room
enough to receive it. And I will rebuke
the devourer for your sakes, and he shall
not destroy the fruits of your ground;
neither shall your vine cast her fruit before
the time in the field, saith the Lord of
hosts. And all nations shall call you blessed: for ye shall be a delightsome land, saith
the Lord of hosts."
Christ, in Matthew 23:23, told the Jews
that they paid tithes, the thing they should
do; but they should not omit the weightier
matters—judgment, mercy, and faith. And
we all know that in such cases as those
above mentioned, the individuals possessed
that love, mercy, and faith in God. They
believed that God was able to perform
what He has promised.
The Tithe a Test of Faith
Christ asks in Luke 18:8, "Nevertheless
when the Son of man cometh, shall He find
faith on the earth?" W e are living in that
time now. Men have lost faith in God; yet
at this very time a message is going to the
world for men to return to "the old paths,"
and to give God the glory due to His name,
by giving Him that which belongs to Him,
even tithes and offerings.
By giving our tithes and offerings to
God we acknowledge Him as the creator
and sustainer of all things. He has given
nine tenths to the children of men in money,
land, and their increase; but the tenth is
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holy unto the Lord, just as the Lord gave
six days of the week to men, in which to
to their work; but the seventh day is the
Sabbath of the Lord,—it is holy.
These two memorials God has given to
mankind by which we should honor Him as
the creator and redeemer, and anyone who
despises these memorials is robbing God of
that which belongs to Him. "Will a man
rob God?" asks the prophet. "Yet ye have
robbed Me. But ye say, wherein have we
robbed Thee? In tithes and offerings. Ye
are cursed with a curse: for ye have robbed Me, even this whole nation." Malachi 3:8.
To-day we see the curse of God resting
upon the world. Men are reaping what
they are sowing. If men would give to
God as Mr. Hyde and Mr. William Colgate and others have given, there would be
plenty for missionary work, and the cause
of God would not suffer as we see it today.
"In the midst of an age of plenty, even
luxury and wealth, God is made a beggar.
Though the wealth of Christians in the
United States is estimated at eight billions
in the year 1910, they gave to the spreading of the gospel among those who never
heard it only one twelfth of a tithe of the
earnings. In other words, after all necessary expenses had been paid and luxuries
provided out of what they were ready to
deposit in the bank, they gave only the one
hundred and twentieth part to God. Is it
surprising that the cause suffers? W h a t
does God think of us?" If every believer
in the gospel message as given in Matthew
28:19, 20 would believe Christ, and give
his tithe and offering, as He has told us,
this world would soon receive the message
of a Saviour's love, while men and women
would herald the second advent of Christ
to make an end of suffering and wickedness, and take His chosen ones to the mansions He is preparing for them. John 14:1-3.
Are you one who is robbing God in tithes
and offerings? Or are you faithful in returning to your Creator and Redeemer that
which He claims as His own?—Selected.

Holy Living Possible
"Holy living becomes possible to us only
in proportion as we keep constantly in
mind that the power .to live a new life of
holiness is wholly of God: that it is not
found in self culture, in education and training, in the most honest purpose or effort, in
the most helpful and healthful surroundings, but solely an impartation from God,
in the gift of the Spirit of life, power, holiness, the same that raised up the Lord Jesus; and, that until that Spirit animates and
vitalizes us, we are as helpless to live a
holy life as Christ's dead body was to
move. Not until we realize this can we
ever find the power of Christ's Resurrection
in ourselves."—Dr. A. T. Pierson.
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F E I E S E H — M a r t i n Friesen w a s born
at
P r a g n o w , R u s s i a , M a y 6, 1863. H e d e p a r t e d
t h i s life A u g u s t 22, 1935, a t h i s h o m e n e a r
S c o t t , Okla., a t t h e a g e of 73 y e a r s , 3 m o n t h s
a n d 14 d a y s . H e l e a v e s t o m o u r n t h e i r loss,
h i s wife and six children.
Six y e a r s a g o d u r i n g a t e n t m e e t i n g h e l d
near his home he prayed t h r o u g h and found
t h e L o r d , a n d l a t e r h e definitely s o u g h t a n d
r e c e i v e d t h e B a p t i s m of t h e H o l y G h o s t . H i s
life p r o v e d h e h a d t h e e x p e r i e n c e f r o m t h a t
t i m e on l i v i n g a h o l y life f r e e f r o m a l l w o r l d l y
entanglements.
F u n e r a l s e r v i c e s c o n d u c t e d b y B i s h . D. R.
E y s t e r . I n t e r m e n t in B i n g e r c e m e t e r y .
H O O V E R — R o b e r t L a v e r e n e , y o u n g e s t child
of D a v i d B. a n d S u s a n H o o v e r , of D e t r o i t ,
D i c k i n s o n Co., K a n s . , w a s b o r n N o v . 19, 1933,
died J u l y 28, 1935, a g e 1 y e a r , 8 m o n t h s a n d
9 d a y s . T h e c a u s e of h i s e a r l y d e a t h w a s i n f l a m a t i o n of t h e u p p e r r e s p i r a t o r y s y s t e m ,
which later developed into cerebro-spinal meningitis, he being sick about ten days.
Besides the p a r e n t s he is s u r v i v e d by the
following sisters and brothers, Irene, Miriam,
Viola Fae, Paul, Doris, Dean, Dale and Eldon.
A l s o t h e g r a n d p a r e n t s , M r s . Lizzie H o o v e r a n d
Eld. and Mrs. W i l l i a m Page.
He w a s an unusually s t r o n g child w i t h a v e r y pleasing disposition.
F u n e r a l s e r v i c e s w e r e c o n d u c t e d in t h e
h o m e J u l y 30, b y E l d . H o m e r E n g l e . B u r i a l in
Bethel cemetery.
W I N G E R — A v e r y s a d a c c i d e n t o c c u r r e d in
H u m b e r s t o n e t o w n s h i p , Ont., w h e n W i l l i a m
W i n g e r , a g e d 49 y e a r s , s o n of t h e l a t e B r o .
A b r a m W i n g e r of S t e v e n s v i l l e , Ont., m e t s u d d e n d e a t h b y f a l l i n g f r o m o v e r h e a d in h i s b a r n
on S u n d a y e v e n i n g , A u g . 18, 1935.
A b o u t e i g h t e e n y e a r s a g o h e w a s u n i t e d in
m a r r i a g e to Helen Benner who predeceased
h i m in Oct., 1929. T o t h i s u n i o n w e r e b o r n
f o u r c h i l d r e n , E d w a r d 9 a n d B i l l i e 8, a t h o m e ,
a n d l i t t l e M a r y L o u 5 of S t e v e n s v i l l e w h e r e
s h e h a s b e e n c a r e d f o r in h e r u n c l e A n t h o n y ' s
h o m e s i n c e h e r m o t h e r ' s d e a t h , a n d one died
in i n f a n c y .
H e also leaves to mourn, a n aged mother,
Sr. S u s a n W i n g e r , of S t e v e n s v i l l e , a n d five
b r o t h e r s , A n t h o n y , D a v i d , a n d L a b a n of S t e v e n s v i l l e ; W a l t e r of R i d g w a y a n d I r v i n e of
S h e r k s t o n , Ont., a n d m a n y o t h e r r e l a t i v e s a n d
friends.
F u n e r a l services were conducted by Bish.
B e r t Sherk, a s s i s t e d b y Eld. W a r r e n W i n g e r
and Bish. J o n a t h a n Lyons, from t h e home to
t h e B l a c k C r e e k C h u r c h . T e x t s : I S a m . 20:3
l a s t c l a u s e a n d I J o h n 3:1-3. I n t e r m e n t in
adjoining cemetery.

Editorial
(Continued from page 291]
And shall I fear to own His
Or blush to speak His name?

cause,

Must I be carried to the skies
On flowery beds of ease.
While others fought to win the prize,
And sailed through bloody seas?" etc.

SHOAMS-MAEK—At
t h e h o m e of
the
b r i d e ' s p a r e n t s , P a u l S h o a l t s , son of B i s h . L.
S h o a l t s a n d M a r y M a r r , d a u g h t e r of H a r m o n
M a r r , b o t h of W a i n f l e e t , Ont., w e r e u n i t e d in
m a r r i a g e on A u g . 3, 1935. B i s h . D. S h o a l t s officiating. W e w i s h t h e m t h e b l e s s i n g of God.
CHANTON.I.ONG—Mr. John William Chant o n a n d Sr. D o r o t h y A. L o n g w e r e u n i t e d in
m a r r i a g e on W e d n e s d a y , S e p t e m b e r 4, 1935.
T h e w e d d i n g t o o k p l a c e a t t h e h o m e of t h e
b r i d e in S. W a l s i n g h a m .
B r o . E d w a r d Gilm o r e officiated. W c w i s h t h e m t h e b l e s s i n g of
God.

Giving is a grace of the Christian life,
not one of its burdens.—Selected.

come our master and to usurp that place
which rightfully belongs to Christ, may not
overcome us. Therefore we need to pray
constantly for strength and we also need to
exercise due care that we do not go into
temptation of our own accord; that we do
not waste the strength that God would give
us; that with courage and faith we live
holy lives unspotted from the world of sin
about us and ever seek to do that which is
in accordance with God's will.

At the Dividing Line
By Rev. T. G. Selby
Some years ago, in company with two
other tourists, I climbed the highest mountain in Norway. The evening previous to
the ascent we engaged a guide at what
seemed to be rather a heavy charge, but
were told that the crevices were many, and
that we should need to be roped together
to cross them, and possibly there would be
places where steps would have to be cut
with the ice-axe. W e must have a firstrate guide, and the guide would need to
take an assistant, and, all things considered,
the sum asked was not excessive.
The next morning a little boy of not
more than ten Summers presented himself
at the door of the hotel, who could speak
just one word of English, "Yes." " W h e r e
is the guide for whom we have paid in
gold?" "Yes," was the somewhat dubious
reply, and the little man pointed us onward
to the mountain. W e began to think ourselves cheated, and to rate our quondam
guide. "Yes," was the soft answer returned to our wrathful scoldings, and the
infant mountaineer smiled and nodded, and
with outstretched hand pointing towards
the peak, strutted onwards.
In a somewhat skeptical and ill-tempered
mood we followed him for four or five
miles and at last found our practised guide
awaiting us at the edge of the snowfield.
He was not going to spend his strength in
leading us over the foothills, and saving us
from wet shoes, by pointing out the best
way across the morass. The child could
do that just as well.
And in the same way the Bible meets us
at the dividing line between our mortal and
immortal natures. Just where the natural
ends and the spiritual begins it patiently
waits, ready to lead us up into realms of
spotless white, and out into the sublime immensity of God.—Christian Budget.

W e have>Jong since concluded that this
life of ours is a warefare. It is not a time
of rest, for we look forward to the time of
rest in the next world, the heaven which
has been promised to believers by our
blessed Lord, where evil may not enter,
where sin and sorrow can never come. But
In speaking to Israel, God says, "Thou
in this life we may expect a continual battle shalt also be a crown of glory in the hand
and alarm. W e , therefore, need to be clad of the Lord, and a royal diadem in the hand
with the whole armor of God. W e are of thy God" (Is. 62:3). W h a t is spoken
living in a world where we are liable to to Israel may be also for the individual. Is
temptation, and we need constantly to this not a worthy ieward to desire? It can
pray, "Lead us not into' temptation."
. be yours through faithfulness in the task asW e need to be on our guard continually signed you by God, for He loves a faithful
so that the Evil One, whose aim is to be- servant.—F. M. G
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Our Mail Bag
City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of Sarah Bert
and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2d St., Barbara Hitz, Mary
Sentz. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings,
Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Eld. H. P. Heisey and wife,
Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Eld. Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Edward Gilmore and
wife, Idellus Sider, Tillsonburg, Ont., R. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Rhoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sr. Mattie Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

>

This department is intended for general church news. Concise
reports of missions, revival campaigns, Bible Conferences, and
definite testimonies.
All reports and testimonies must necessarily be condensed.
Copy should reach us two weeks preceding
the date of issue.
Evangelistic slates will gladly be printed
when furnished us in proper form.—Editor.

LOVE FEASTS
Canada
Waterloo
Sept. 21, 22
Clarence Center, Nottawa
Sept. 28, 29
Howick, Bertie
Oct. 5, 6
Walpole
Oct. 12, 13
Cheapside, Markham
Oct. 19, 20
Boyle, Progmore
Oct. 26, 27
Michigan
Carland
Sept. 28-29
Merrill
Oct. 12-13
Mooretown
Oct. 26-27
Gladwin
Nov. 9-10
The District Council Meeting will be held
Nov. 11th, following the love feast at Gladwin.
Ohio
Pairview Communion Service
Sept. 14
Pleasant Hill
Oct. 19, 20
Beulah Chapel, Springfield
Oct. 26, 27
Chestnut Grove, near Ashland
Nov. 2, 3
Everyone is especially invited to attend
these love feast occasions.
Pennsylvania
Souderton
Oct. 26, 27
HARVEST MEETING
Pennsylvania
Mt. Pleasant, Rapho District
Sept. 21
Pairland Church, Cleona
Sat., August 24
COMMUNION SERVICES
Manheim, Rapho Dist

Nov. 2

Communion service a t the Fox Hollow
Church, Lycoming Co., Pa., Saturday, Oct. 12,
beginning at 7:00 p. m. Preaching service on
Sunday morning, following. All are invited.
Elizabethtown, Pa
Oct. 6
Maytown,
Pa
Nov. 3
1
"ii At which time a revival meeting will open
a t Maytown. Eld. Charles Byers, evangelist.
HARVEST HOME MEETING
There will be a Harvest Home Meeting at
the Granville Church, Sept. 8th; also service
Sunday, 29th. Invitation extended to all to
attend these services.
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SPECIAL SERVICES
Special services at Locust Grove Church,
York Co., Sept. 21st and 22nd. Harvest praise
service Saturday afternoon, Sept. 21. Communion service Saturday evening and Sunday
school meeting Sunday, Sept. 22. Every one
welcome.
PROGRAM
EIGHTH ANNUAL ORPHANAGE MEETING
OP THE MESSIAH ORPHANAGE
Florin, Pa.
Held at the
Cross-Roads Meeting House, Lancaster Co., Pa.
Sunday, August 18, 1935
Moderator—H. O. Musser
Forenoon
8:30 Sunday School
9:45 Song
Invocation—Matthew 25:31-46
Eld. Irvin W. Musser
Song—"White Harvest Fields
10:00 "The Relation Between Home Mission
and Orphanage Work"
Mary Sentz
The only thing we know about is what has
gone through us and what we have gone
through. Where there is no vision the people
perish.
I Corinthians 3:9. What a calling to be labourers together with God. Many people think
it is some special person that is called by God,
but it is our privilege to be labourers with
God. We are all working with the same material and that is Souls. We are building with
this material for eternity, as labourers or
workers with Him. Human and divine action
is a universal law, without that we would fail.
When we think of Mission work, regardless
whether it is Orphanage, Home Mission or
Foreign Mission work, there is work connected with it. The joy of the Lord is our strength.
Pity the Orphanage worker or Home Mission
worker who is tugging away and not enjoying
his work. They will not stick to their work
long if they are not called of God and have
the joy of the Lord in their souls because
there is too much work connected with it.
We have to teach by precept and example.
The ant is a little thing, but it is foreverlastingly sticking to it. If God has called us and
we are going to be true to God, we will not
run away so quickly.
We like to see results. The enemy will tempt
along this line. Our motive should be to win
souls to God. Help them to get better homes,
help them to get better jobs, thus t r y to better
them from the natural standpoint as well. At
the Orphanage we should teach them to work,
but our main motive should be to point them
to God. We should sit at the feet of Jesus
so that we might be more helpful and win
souls to God, and results will follow. We
should not all be Marthas. We love to see
results. It is a privilege to sow for Him.
There are one hundred and fifty in the Sunday School at Philadelphia and only eighteen
that ever hear their father or mother pray, and
what a privilege to teach them. J u s t the little
things are helpful. The children will never
get away from them.
Workers must be careful with their conversation that they only speak the things that
will glorify God.
We need to dress becomingly if we want
our children to dress as becometh saints.
Let us only go to places that we want our
children to go. We ought to be glad when
people think we are "old fogish." As leaders,
they should be able to look up to us and follow our example. It behooves us as leaders
to walk as God would have us walk.
Some people pity the orphanage children.
They need no pity; they are better off than the
ones who are children of drunken parents.
What an opportunity to live for God and be
out and out for souls. Our chief aim should
be that we win them for God.
There is a great need for prayer. What a
privilege for those at home to wait on God.
We should not criticize the workers, instead
we should pray for them. The time we speak
about people we should be praying. We should
stand back of the Orphanage and Home Mission workers. Special emphasis should be put
on praying. Pray for the children and the
workers. No one wants to be a drone. We all
want to be workers together with Him. Unless
we have a vision the people, perish.'
Special Song.-Rapho Dist. Male Quartet
10:30 Sermon
Eld. Calvin Eshelman
Matthew 5:1-8. We are all interested in orphans, young people and unsaved people in
foreign and home lands. If we labor in the
service of the Lord, we do not labor because
of the reward that is awaiting us but because
we want to please God.
Speaking along the line of our journey
through life, everyone of us is nearer the
end of the journey than we have ever been.
It takes preparation to start out on a journey
and we are looking forward to the time when
we get to the end. I t is always a good thing
to take notice of the sign boards along the
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way. Just the same way, we have sign boards
to follow as we pass through this life. The
first sign we get to when we start on our journey is: "We must be born again." It means a
great deal how we start. We should start
right in life.
The second sign we get to is: "Love not the
world, neither the things that are in the world.
If any man love the world, the love of the
Father is not in him." There is something required for us to do, we cannot sit down and
do nothing. It is necessary for us to carry
out the things that the Lord has for us to do.
Stop at the life of David. How merciful he
was. Children of God should not have the
spirit of jealously in their life. It is one of
the worst things that can get into the life
of a child of God. If you have jealousy in
your heart there is something the matter and
you should get rid of it. David was a man
after God's own heart. It is wonderful to
have mercy. Many people have a great deal
of mercy on themselves and on their families.
We should provide for our families, but we
should not stop there. There should be a
reaching out because there are people that do
not have the privilege that we have. There are
scores that do not ever hear their father and
mother pray.
In Luke 10, we have a young lawyer who
came to Jesus and asked him saying, "What
shall I do to inherit eternal life?" You should
first love God, then your neighbor, then yourself. We should do more than just pray for
our neighbors and their children, but we
should put forth every effort to win them for
Christ. We should do more than pray, we
should give them what they need and we
should put forth every effort that they might
be reached.
The third sign we get to is: "Pure Religion."
What is Pure Religion? "To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep
himself unspotted from the world." What does
Pure Religion do? If you have the real oldfashioned religion, it works. Mark 2, shows
how pure religion works. It will help us to
get to church on time. We will be as much
interested on Monday morning as we are on
Sunday morning. Some people are weather
Christians, they try to find excuses.
The last sign is: "The King begins to talk."
We may cover up our works here but the time
will come when we cannot cover them up.
It is well worth our while to live right and
we will get our reward.
11:15 Dismissal
11:30 Lunch and Social Period
Afternoon
1:00 Song—The Child of a King
Invocation—Job 31:13-22
Eld. A. D. M. Dick
Song—Throw Out the Life Line
Special Song—Yes, I Know
Mechanicsburg Ladies' Quartette
1:30 Address: "Advantages and Disadvantages of Placing Our Children in Foster Homes"
Eld. H. O. Musser
Matthew 25:40. The least that we can do
to someone is do it unto the Lord. That verse
as a motto should be in every foster home. A
foster parent is to be a parent to the child not
excluding any love or sympathy but including
all the love and sympathy that parents have
for their own children. You should have the
orphan child in your home as if it were your
own child. There are Ave hundred thousand
orphan children without homes. There should
be many more foster homes than what there
are.
It is a blessing to any church work to have
some disadvantages, the Lord permits them
for a purpose.
Some children are left without parents.
There are only a few children that are cared
for in our Orphanage that came from our own
Brotherhood. That goes to show that our
Brotherhood is taking care of their own children. Most of our children were taken from
Lewistown. Those that were running around
on the streets, that had not the teaching, not
the parents and not the prayers that many of
us have had.
If there is a child that needs the sympathy
and love from mother and father, it is the Orphan child. The further we can reach down
and the more destitute we can get them, the
more we can honor God.
The child should be mentally good.
The children that we have placed in homes
are among the Brotherhood. All Orphan children should be placed in Chfistian homes.
The orphan child should be treated the same
as the foster parents' own children. If there
are children who take more patience and more
care, the mother and father should spend more
time in prayer instead of sending them back
to the place where they came from.
We should not listen to reports that we hear
about the Orphan child because often times
they are not true and it is only a hindrance
to the work. The thing that does not look so
advantageous should not be repeated. If you
do not have the advantage to have an orphan
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Word of Truth, and people listened to him
with great interest. We appreciated his faithfulness and his big heartedness in entering into the work with us. In the pulpit he is an
evangelist, in visitation a wise soul winner,
and in the home one that is able to minister.
Perhaps there are those who have been wondering. Bethel Mission now has a baby girl,
Lois Louise, to bring comfort and cheer to us,
especially to the mother who has cared for
three boys of her own and the orphan boy. Altogether Sr. Jennings has cared for from time
to time nine children not her own, and four
of her own, so together they would constitute
Quite a family, and while most of them are
grown now and part of them married we hope
that still the truth that they have received
may still linger with them. We have appreciated very much the great kindness of Sr. Alice
Blunt of Buffalo who volunteered to come, give
her help to us during Sr. Jennings' sickness.
May God bless her.
We need your prayers. We know God's
grace is sufficient, and we are persuaded that
he is able to keep that which we have committed to him. This summer has sent us some
of the severest trials we have experienced
since we entered the Lord's service nineteen
years ago. If the Lord is taking us through
Deut. 32:11-12, we are happy still, and will be
glad when the will of the Lord is fully known
to us and we have learned how to fly. Praise
His dear name.
We should not close without mentioning the
fact that we also had two good vacation
schools conducted by Bro. Jacob Kuhns and
Bro. Jno. Martin.
Financial Report
June offerings—Mary Wagner $5.00; Mervin
Brubaker $2.00; Sr. Goldie Sollenberger $5.00;
In His Name $10.00; Chambersburg S. S.
$30.93. Total $52.93.
Expense—Groceries and gas $9.57. Deficit
from previous report $34.86. Balance $8.50.
July offering's—Mt. Pleasant S. S., Pa. $10.00;
Zion S. S. $16.00. Balance $8.50. Total $34.50.
Expense—Groceries and gas $14.79. Balance
$19.71.
August offering's—Leo Carlson $2.00; In His
name $1.00. Balance from July $19.71. Total
$22.71.
Expense—Groceries and car $16.57. Balance
on hand $6.14.
Yours, waiting for the coming of the Lord,
Denny and Marie Jennings.

prayer, causing us to feel the message was
receiving entrance. A great handicap is the
extreme noise, also occasional interruption by
drunken men, but "where sin abounds there
does grace so much more abound." Our community is literally filled with taverns, frequented by men and women, a flood tide of iniquity before our very eyes, but we thank God
for the opportunity of preaching. One who can
save unto the uttermost all that come unto
God by Him. TWe have this year noticed strikingly many w ho have refused tracts, or destroyed them, showing such indifference to the
Gospel. It makes us think of the iniquity and
indifference which must have prevailed in
Noah's day, but we are encouraged to be faithful to the work entrusted to our care, knowing that His Word will go forth and "will not
return void."
Our Sunday School attendance has continued
well considering the usual summer slump, also
attendance a t the services. A number of tent
meetings have progressed in this locality.
We ask continued prayers for us in the battle for souls in this dark and wicked city.
In His love and service,
Carl J. Carlson.
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child in your home, the Lord will have something for you to do.
2:00 Recitation—The Orphan Girl
Letha King
Offering which amounted to $123.47
Special Songs—You Can't Do Wrong
and Get By; I Will Be True to Thee
Poteiger Cousins
2:30 Special Program:
Orphanage Family
Address of Welcome
Geraldine Miljanich
Song—How Can I Be Lonely
Orphanage Family
Recitation—Please Carry This Message
Anna Sload
Duet—Two Little Orphans
Geraldine Miljanich, Robert Sload
Reading—A Wonderful Children's Meeting
Alice King
Recitation—The Drunkard's Lone Child
Martha Teenie
Quartette—The Last Mile of the Way....
Pearl Weuchenski, Martha Teenie, Alice
King, Anna Sload
Recitation—Tommy's Prayer
Pearl Weuchenski
Song—Is She Praying There?
Orphanage Family
3:00 Question Period:
The few remarks made by Bro. David
Bossert were based on John 3:16. There
were also a few remarks by Bro. Harrison Hostetter and Bro. Jesse Lehman.
3:15 Report of Secretary....J. W. Wolgemuth
Special Song—The Home Coming Week
Mechanicsburg Ladies' Quartette
3:30 Dismissal.
REPORT OP TENT MEETING
One more year has become history so July
6, 1935 finds Manor and Pequea Dist. engaged
in another tent campaign which continued for
nineteen days. Bro. Henry Hostetter gave
forth the messages from God's Word with
no uncertain sound, feeding the souls of the
believer and bringing conviction to hungry
hearts. Several souls knelt at the altar of
prayer for which we are thankful. With no
marked manifestation to report we still trust
the promise of His Word that it shall not return void, but will prosper in the thing where
unto He has sent it. May the Lord richly
bless our brother for his labors of love as
well as all who took part in the services.
—Cor.
REPORT OF TENT MEETING AT
STAYNER, ONTARIO
The Nottawa Tent Meeting commenced Aug.
7th. The tent was pitched in Roy Wagner's
bush, 1 mile north of Stayner. Eld. William
Charlton of Stevensville was the evangelist.
This was Bro. Charlton's first tent meeting. He
gave the people inspiring and pointed messages, which took effect in some hearts, and
blessed us all. Harvest and threshing being in
progress, kept a few at home, but the members as a whole attended faithfully.
Quite
a few outside people attended, some regularly,
and showed a keen interest in the messages.
There were 5 seekers at the altar.
Aug. 25th, a Bible Conference was held and
was largely attended, 6 car loads from
Canadian districts were here. The topics were:
"Seeking the Lost, What Can I Do?"—Elder
John Nigh; "God's Love in Judgment"—Elder
William Charlton; The Three Greatest Needs
of Every Seeker (in three p a r t s ) : 1. Honesty
to Ourselves—Eld. E. A. Ditson. 2. Honesty
to Our Fellowmen—Eld. C. L. Baker. 3. Honesty to God—Eld. G. C. Sheffer. "Helps and
Hindrances to Altar Work"—Bish. E. J.
Swalm; and the closing topic, "The Satanic
Purpose"—Eld. John Nigh.
The meeting' closed Aug. 25th with the tent
full and we believe that the Bible Conference
and Evangelistic effort has had the effect of
stimulating the church to a greater desire to
work for God, especially as one speaker said,
"The best we can do for God is not too good."
Sister Etta Putman and Bro. and Sr. Church
were the workers.
—Cor.
BETHEL MISSION
Sylvatus, Va.
Dear ones in the Lord:
At this time we will give another short report of the work in Va., inasmuch as the summer's meetings have closed.
We are very glad indeed to say the Lord
blessed in the efforts put forth, and we feel
them to have been worthwhile. Had good interest at Bethel, and large attendance. And
good interest and attendance at Sylvatus and
at the Schoolhouse in Pulaski county. The
most in visible results being at the lattter
place, where some twenty sought the Lord.
Several of the number had before sought the
Lord, but among them were those who for
the first time had sought the pardon of their
sins.
Bro. Vanderveer faithfully preached t h e
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CHICAGO MISSION
6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
August 27, 1935
Our dear friends:
Sometime has passed since our last report,
the days and evenings have been full ones in
the Mission.
In April, it was our privilege to have with
us for several days, Bish. M. G. Engle, Chairman of the Home Mission Board, whose presence we enjoyed and his messages were a
blessing to the people. A number of saints
stopped with us going to and from Conference.
Bro. Eystor and Bish. Wagaman of Calif., and
Bro. Wm. Page from Kansas were with us on
Sunday, June 2nd, and their ministry to us
was greatly enjoyed, the Male Quartet from
Beulah College with their messages in song
and testimony were an inspiration to our
young people. Sr. Franklin and Sr. Adda Bert
surprised the quartet by arriving that morning
by train.
For ten days in July, it wTas our privilege to
have Bro. and Sr. Winger and family from
South Africa with us. Sr. Winger's mother,
Sr. Hannah Bert from Detroit, Kans., also two
sisters and a brother met them and they had
a reunion in the Mission. Sr. Winger is a
niece of Sr. Sarah Bert, which made the fellowship a time of real blessing. The Winger
family found a large group to listen to them
on the street corner service Saturday night,
as they told of the effect of the Gospel in
Africa, "where every prospect pleases and only
man is vile." Recently our brother Joel Carlson and family were here from Abilene, Kans.,
also Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Richter from Holyrood, Kans. Their visit was terminated quickly by the death of Mr. Richter's father. Mrs.
Richter was brought up in the Mission Home,
since her parents Bro. and Sr. Brubaker were
workers in the Mission for many years before
they were called to their heavenly reward. It
was a joy to see Bro. and Sr. Richter and son
Emmerson going on with the Lord, and shining for God in Western Kansas.
The Lord has given us wonderful opportunities with the gospel in the open air work this
summer, for which we praise Him. Christ was
an open air preacher and we have thought of
His words that "we should go out into the
highways and byways" with His message of
saving grace. We use a large sign fastened
to our baby organ, announcing our services,
which we take out an hour before service.
People of all classes have stood for a few
minutes, s ^ i e longer, receiving a tract or gospel. A number have raised their hands for

Financial Report of the Chicago Mission for
April, May, June, July and August, 1935
Receipts for April
Balance on hadn
$ 70.05
In His Name
5.45
Ruben Wengerd, Ontario, Calif
15.00
Offering Box
2.00
In His Name, Kans
3.00
Ethel Climenhaga, Pa
5.00
In His Name
2.00
S. E. 0
11.35
In His Name
3.92
Total
Table Supplies
Incidentals
Electric
Gas

$117.77
Expense

$ 20.00
8.04
11.35
3.92

Total
Balance

$ 43.31
$ 74.46

Receipts for May
Freida Clouse, Nappanee, Ind
In His Name
In His Name
Y. P
Sr. Franklin, Upland, Calif
Adda Bert, Upland, Calif
I. Saltzman
Bro. Wagaman, Calif
In His Name

$

5.00
5.00
1.00 %,
4.29
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
5.14

Total
Balance carried over
Total
Expense
Table Supplies
Electric
Gas

$ 21.06
10.14
4.29

Total
Balance

$ 35.49
$ 64.40

Receipts for June
B. Book, Upland, Calif
In His Name
Mable Krey
Bro. Buckwalter, Upland, Calif
Bro. Reeser
Abilene Cong., Kans
Esther Bert, Newburg, Pa
Y. P
In His Name
Total
Balance carried over
Expense
Tabel Supplies
Electric Light
Gas
Total
Balance
Receipts for July
Sr. Zook, Abilene, Kans
Bro. Harmon, Mt. Joy, Pa
Bro. Brubaker
Sr. Herr
Sr. Stevenson
Margaret Kurtz, Webster Grove, Mo
Elmer Richter, Holyrood, Kans
Bethel S. S., Detroit, Kans
S. H. Bert, Detroit, Kans
S. E
In His Name
Total
Balance carried over
Total
Expense
Table Supplies, etc
Electric

$ 25.43
74.46
$ 99.89

$ 3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
25.00
8.00
.-. 4.27
9.65

_...

$53.92
$ 64.40
$118.32
$ 17.73
9.65
4.27
$ 31.65
$ 87.67
$

2.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
10.09
5.00
9.17
4.9%-v^

$ 64.24
86.67
$150.91
$ 31.85
9.17
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Gas

4.98

Total
Balance

$46.00
$104.91

R e c e i p t s for A u g u s t
M a r y K o h l e r , Ohio
In H i s N a m e
In H i s N a m e
Vernon Brandt, Detroit, K a n s
Offering
Charles Gass, Nappanee, Ind.
In H i s N a m e

$

Total
Balance carried over

$ 23.56
$104.91
$128.47

Expense
Table Supplies
F r u i t for C a n n i n g , e t c
Electric
Gas

$ 22.74
5.00
10.26
4.05
$42.05
$ 86.42

Balance

Coal F u n d
Sr. S t e v e n s o n , C h i c a g o ,
In H i s N a m e , K a n s
T. S t e v e n s o n
Belle S p r i n g Cong., K a n s
Total
Oil f o r h e a t i n g

1.00
5.00
2.00
.75
10.26
.50
4.05

$ 10.00
10.00
10.00
21.65
$ 51.65

Expense

$ 43.65

.00
Provisions
Ap. L a d i e s Aid, G a r r e t t , Ind., c a s e of e g g s ;
C. C o l l i n s , M i c h l e r , Clouse, S h i r k , p o t a t o e s ,
m e a t , v e g e t a b l e s a n d c h i c k e n s : Mt. C a r m e l ,
v e g e t a b l e s : Zion Cong., 1 c a s e e g g s ; E. R i c h ter, J. Carlson, vegetables.
Again we wish to express our appreciation
f o r t h a t w h i c h God h a s m a d e y o u t o u s a n d
His work a t this place.
W e t r u s t t h o s e w h o a r e i n t e r e s t e d in t h e
r e a d i n g of t h e m i s s i o n r e p o r t s w i l l p a r d o n u s
in this, our late report.
A s t h e d a y s , w e e k s , yea, m o n t h s , p a s s b y
so s w i f t l y , w e t h i n k of t h e m a s a v a p o u r . J a m .
4:14.
T h e c a l l s w h i c h c o m e f r o m h o m e s of s o r r o w , s i c k n e s s a n d d e a t h a r e n o t a few.
We
covet your p r a y e r s t h a t special grace be given
in t h e s e d a y s of p e r p l e x i t i e s . I s a . 22:5.
In His Name,
S a r a h H. B e r t a n d W o r k e r s .
Balance

y

F I F T H A N N U A L S U N D A Y SCHOOL CONF E R E N C E OF C U M B E R L A N D D I S T R I C T
B r e t h r e n i n Christ Church, M e c h a n i c s b u r g , Fa.
Sunday, October 13, 1935

9:15

9:30
10:00
10:35
10:40
11:10
11:15
11:45

1:00
1:15
1:20
1:55
2:20
2:25
2:30
3:15

S u n d a y Morning
E l d . S. C. E s h e l m a n , C h a i r m a n
J. H e n r y L e h m a n , M u s i c D i r e c t o r
Worship Service
Mechanicsburg Junior Girls
Sr. K i l m o r e , T e a c h e r
Quartet
Pottiger Cousins
T h e Unified S e r v i c e : " W h a t it i s — i t s
A d v a n t a g e s or o t h e r w i s e "
E l d . R. H . W e n g e r
L e s s o n P e r i o d in C h a r g e of S u p t
(Speaker, H e n r y Hostetter)
Engle Trio
" K e e p i n g A b r e a s t in O u r
Teaching
Methods"
B i s h . S. G. E n g l e
Duet
Frye Sisters
"May
Progressive
Methods
Become
Harmful: When?"
Bro. N o r m a n W i n g e r t
Congregational Song
Briefly S t a t e Y o u r S. S. P r o b l e m s on
P a p e r and Give to Chairman.
Noon Recess
Sunday Afternoon
E l d . R. H. W e n g e r , C h a i r m a n
Testimony and Praise
Duet
M a r t h a Smee, Sarah L e h m a n
Children's Service
Sr. I r e n e F r y e
Incidents
from
Mtshabezi
Sunday
School
Mark Wenger
Carlisle Ladies' Quartet
Recitation
Billy W e n g e r
P r o b l e m D i s c u s s i o n P e r i o d in C h a r g e
of C h a i r m a n : ( P r o b l e m s t o b e S u b m i t t e d in w r i t i n g b e f o r e 12:15 N o o n ) .
Dismissal

Sunday Evening
. C h a i r m a n of Y o u n g P e o p l e s S o c i e t y in C h a r g e
6:45 W o r s h i p S e r v i c e
Carlisle I n t e r m e d i a t e Girls
Rhoda Lehman, Teacher
7:05 R e a d i n g
Sr. W a l t e r N i c k e l
7:10 " O p p o r t u n i t i e s in C h r i s t i a n S e r v i c e f o r
Consecrated Young People"
Anna Engle, Walter Lehman, Helen
Pyke, N o r a Snoke
7:30 M e c h a n i c s b u r g L a d i e s ' Q u a r t e t
7:35 S e r m o n
Eld. Chas. Byers
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there were none who could believe that
Jesus was divine and that God could not be
seen in Him.
"An exception, however, was that of
his disciples, who believed in Him. Jesus
was a public menace in that He gathered
the people around Him in opposition to the
government. As such He was considered
by the Jews and Romans. Because He
preacher a non-existent religion He should
be condemned with many others of like
kind before Him.
"Dr. Blandeisler talked very heatedly
against Jesus while he sought to establish
his argument. After he had talked four
hours he appealed to the tribunal that they
should maintain the decision of their forefathers for the crucifixion of Jesus. It
•was the court's duty to confirm their decision for the sake of sound justice in the
execution of the law.
"After a pause of thirty minutes the
counsel for the defense received orders to
proceed. The greatest silence reigned in
the hall as the defendant advocate rose up.
He said that he would prove that the verdict given nineteen hundred years ago was
totally unjust and that Jesus was one
among many of the victims of the murder
What Meaneth This?
of the just. He made clear that no one
Recently the Norwegian newspaper, with an inclination to judge justly could
"The Western Viking," in Tacoma, pub- condemn Jesus to death as He had not comlished the following article about the new mitted any crime. He only preached a
trial of Jesus at Jerusalem, which is of un- religion of full salvation, which the selfusual importance because it has proved righteous spirit of the times would not acthat Jesus was innocent and the sentence of cept. N o one could accuse Jesus of any
wickedness. And to prove this he called
the Jewish Sanhedrin unjust.
"Some time ago it was announced attention to Pilate, who said, 'I find no
through the press that a number of advo- fault in this man,' while he washed his
cates of the Jewish race had been invited hands and delivered Jesus over to the heatto understake a reconsideration of the trial ed and revengeful multitude.
and death sentence of Jesus. And now that
"The defendant continued his defense
event has become an accomplished fact. and exhorted the jury not to be influenced
This retrial was held in Jerusalem in June, by Jewish state interests but to judge right1932, and was convened punctually at 2 eous judgment. He reminded them that He
o'clock. T h e hall was literally packed whom their fathers had condemned was
with men, and it became necessary to place now in heaven ready to forgive the injusa guard at the door to keep the crowd out- tice that had been heaped upon Him, if it
side from attempting to press in. A large was confessed.
number of foreign jurists had been invited
"After Advocate Reischvaer had talked
to take part in the transaction. The best five hours the jury retired to form their demen of the Jewish race were chosen to act cision of the matter.
as a jury.
"The proceedings were again opened and
"The selected ones bound themselves to the president stood forward and read the
judge fairly and that if it was proved that following verdict: 'By four against one the
any mistake had been made in connection accused stands acquitted and His complete
with the sentence of Jesus it would be ad- innocence has been proved. His accusation
mitted by them.
was an unheard of mistake and the judg"Dr. Vedeisel, one of the best of the jur- ment of God has fallen upon the Jewish
ist advocates, was chosen president of the race and wJl rest upon them until they contransaction. The lawyer for the defense fess their great sin and are freed from their
was Advocate Reischvaer, and the side of transgression.'
the persecution was taken by Dr. Blan"The counsel for the defense was condeisler.
gratulated and the crowd retired after the
"The president ordered Dr. Blandeisler verdict was proclaimed."
to proceed first. He had an archive of
The above is the news given by the Jewdocuments of one thousand typewritten ish Hope, quoting from the Tacoma paper.
pages. He sought to prove that those who It is a statement of facts as they occurred
had pronounced the verdict sentencing Je- in Jerusalem two years ago and published
sus had acted justly. He declared that in Missionary Herald and The Vanguard.
A Two-Day
H A R V E S T P R A I S E A N D HOME M I S S I O N
MEETING
to be h e l d a t t h e
Coiioy B r e t h r e n in Christ Church
S a t u r d a y and Sunday, Sept. 28, 29, 1935
Saturday Afternoon
1:45 S o n g a n d D e v o t i o n .
2:110 H a r v e s t P r a i s e S e r m o n
E l d . j n o h n Nigh, H a g e r s v i l l e , O n t .
Followed by Other S p e a k e r s
Saturday Evening
7:15 D e v o t i o n
7:30 T o p i c — M a i . 3:8 ....Eld. E d w a r d G i l m o r e
SongSermon
E l d . C. H. M o v e r
8:00
S u n d a y Morning
S
u
n
d
a
y
s
c
h
o
o
l
9:00
10:00 A d d r e s s t o t h e S u n d a y s c h o o l
Rev. Walter Bausman
10:20 S o n g a n d D e v o t i o n
10:30 E a c h D i s t r i c t ' s O b l i g a t i o n to t h e M i s sion C a u s e
Eld. E d w a r d Gilmore
Eld. J o h n N i g h
10:50 M i s s i o n S e r m o n
S u n d a y Afternoon
1:15 D e v o t i o n a n d S o n g
1:30 M i s s i o n A c t i v i t i e s in C a n a d a
Eld. John Nigh
2:05 M i s s i o n A c t i v i t i e s in T h e S t a t e s
Eld. C. N. H o s t e t t e r , J r . , G r a n t h a m , P a .
2:40 T e n Y e a r s ' E x p e r i e n c e in M i s i s o n W o r k
M a r y Sentz, Philadelphia, Pa.
3:00 G l e a n i n g s F r o m P i o n e e r M i s s i o n W o r k Mrs. John Nigh
S u n d a y Evening"
Devotion
7:00
T h e Y o u t h of T o - d a y , T h e C h u r c h of
7:20
Tomorrow
Eld. J o h n N i g h
Song
P
e
r
i
l
s
of
O
u
r
Y
o
u
n
g
P
e
o
ple
8:00
Eld. C. N. H o s t e t t e r , J r .
w
e
l
c
o
m
e
.
B
r
i
n
g
Your
Bible
and Lunch.
All
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Missionary
Mtshabezi News Notes
E weather has
T Hseveral
months.

been very cold for
Heavy frosts have
killed many of the green vegetables in the
garden.
Srs. Book and Wolgemuth enjoyed a
seventeen day trek visiting outschools.
Eight schools and two local preaching
places were visited. In some sections in
which some of the schools are located the
people are very much in need. The rainfall through the year was not enough to
produce grain. There was no harvest,
therefore there is no food. Many of the
people use what little grain they have to
make beer, saying the grain goes farther
in beer than cooked into porridge. They
live almost entirely on beer. Water, too,
is very hard to find. Some places the people walk many miles to get it and carry it
home on their heads.
The news of the passing of our dear
friend and brother, Mr. Sheriff, brings
sorrow to our hearts. He was a friend of
the missionaries for many years. He was
himself a missionary and so shared our
joys and burdens in the work bringing
souls to the Master. Bishop H. H. Brubaker officiated at the funeral services.
June 30. All the workers of Mtshabezi
attended the dedication service of the new
church-school building at Buntuli.
From July 4 to 17 our houses were closed
while we were attending our Annual Conference at Matopo Mission.
July 23rd. Srs. Book, Kauffman and
Brenaman started on a twelve day trek to
outschools.
W e were glad to have with us for a few
days our Bro. and Sr. C. A. Winger and
family, Sr. Annie Winger and Sr. Verda
Moyer, all from Macha and Bro. R. H.
Mann from Matopo. Denis, the young son
of Bro. and Sr. Winger, has paid us his
first visit.
Women, girls and children come almost
daily with baskets of grain to exchange for
sweet potatoes.
Brick making is in progress at Mtshabezi
Mission at present.
July 27th. Mr. Walen, policeman, made
a short business call at the Mission.
At the mid-week prayer meeting July
24 the harvest offering, consisting of grain
and money, was given to the Lord. M a y
the Lord richly bless this offering.
—Reporter.

Four Love Feasts and Baptismal Services in Inseza Dist.
July 24, 1935
T o the readers of the Visitor:
It was our privilege to attend and conduct four love feasts and baptismal serv-

.-._*
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Department
ices during the month of June of this year.
The first was held at our Shamba T w o
School, and was attended also by the
Shamba and Malole congregations. T w o
were baptized, one of whom was the
teacher of Shamba T w o . The teachers represented here were Daniel Beta, of Shamba,
Hlupo Dube, of Shamba Two, and Saul
Moyo, of Malole.
The second meeting was held on the
following Saturday and Sunday at Mwele
school. Here also came the congregations
of Kwatemba, and Enyokeni. Five were
baptized here, and one returned to Church
who had fallen into sin. A deacon was
elected in this district, the lot falling upon
Kutshwekaya Ndhlovu, of Kwatemba. The
teachers in this district are Gwama Dube,
of Enyokeni; Matshana Sibanda, of Kwatemba; and Hezekaya Moyo of Mwele. But
sorry to say that the Mwele teacher has
had to be dismissed because of inability to
manage the school. The teacher appointed in his place is a young man by the name
of Paul Ndhlovu.
The next meeting, at Siwazi, was held
on Thursday and Friday. The schools represented here were Siwazi, Dekezi, Mukuwabeni, Mbaulo, and Nyateshashi. Twelve
were baptized. The deacon for the lower
part of this district is N y a k w a Moyo. A
deacon was elected for the two congregations of Dekezi and Mukuwabene. Philip
Moyo was elected. The teachers of this
district are Samuel Mlotshawa, of Dekezi;
Enock Nyati, of Mukuwabeni; Ntabeni Sibanda, of Siwazi; Ngayaza Mpofu, of
Mbaulo; and Jenkwa Ncube, of Nyateshashi.
On the following Saturday and Sunday,
we met at Gwabila, the four schools of
Gwabila, Kankezi, Lubuzi, and Gumbalu
being represented. Eighteen were baptized,
and two others returned to the Church. The
deacon here for Gwabila and Gumbalu is
Eliza Bhepe; but a deacon was elected for
the congregations of Kankezi and Lubuzi,
Gwanyanya Ncube, of Lubuzi, being elected. At this place about a hundred and
twenty partook of the communion service,
being the largest number of any of the
places.
The teachers of this district are Masotsha Dube, of Gwabila; Madika Nkala,
of Kankezi; Daniel Sibanda, of Lubuzi; and
Miss Bapi Sibanda, of Gumbalu.
At all of the places the meetings were
interesting and inspiring. At all of the
services, the theme for the Sunday midday
service was Scriptural and personal holiness; and we found many hungry hearts
for the deeper things of God. It is our
prayer that their longings may be satisfied.
I have given you the names of all the
teacher-preachers and also of the deacons,
believing that some of you will desire to
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specially remember them in prayer. I know
that some of you already have some of
these on your prayer lists. Will you not
put them all on. W e are glad for the forty
new recruits for the Church; but sorry to
say that one one-fourth of them are men
and boys; the remainder being girls and
women. Will you not also pray for these
forty. Our next love feast and baptismal
service will be held in the Mtshingwe district September 21 and 22. I know you
will pray for that meeting.
W e are glad to hear of the day of Fasting and Prayer appointed for September
1st. W e also will observe that day on the
field. Will you not also pray that Cod will
thrust forth more men for the African field.
And you, young mien, whom God is calling, will you not heed the call?
Most sincerely,
H. J. Frey.

African Conference Notes
(Continued from last week)
BIBLE CONFERENCE PROGRAM
July 6
10:30 Doctrines that Must Be Emphasized
in Successful Evangelism
H. H. Brubaber
Song—Go, Labour On!
Mtshabezi Quartet
What Missionary Motives Should
Prevail?
Anna Wolgemuth
' Song—Jesus Leads
Macha Trio
7:00 Lessons From the Book of Exodus....
C. F. Eshleman
Song—God's Way is the Best Way....
Sikalongo Duet
July 8
10:00 Special Time of Prayer
In Charge of R. H. Mann
Song—Pray, Pray
Trio
2:00 Personal Evangelism:
On the Mission Station
L. B. Steckley

Names and Addresses
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. Ii. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. E«h«lman, Elder B. II. Mann, Mrs. S. K. Doner, and Miss Lois
Frey. Miss Mary C. Kreider, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, Bo
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Bishop and Mrs. II. II. Brubaker, Mr. and Mrs. David B. HaU,
Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Martha Kauffman, Miss Sadie Book, and Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Mtshabezi
Mission, P. B. 102 " M " , Bulawayo, South Rhodesia, South
Africa.
WANEZI
Elder and Mrs. II. J. Frey, Wanezl Mission, Fllabusl, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Annie M. Winger, Miss
Verda Moyer, Miss Anna R. Engle, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
SIKALONGO
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I . Cullen, Miss Anna Eyster, and Miss
Elizabeth Engle, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, Elder and Mrs. Charles
Engle, Miss B. Ella Gayman, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Foote.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
George Paulus, Miss M. Effle Rohrer.
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
W. 0. Winger and Family, Grantham, Pa.
Elder and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Florin, Pa.
Miss Anna M. Steckley, Gormley, Ont.

^->
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Song—Lord, Use Me
Pennsylvania Quartet
In the Villages
Annie Winger
7:00 True and False Standards of Mission
Work
H. J. Frey
Song
Mixed Quartet
. . .„ . ,. ,. J u ' y 9
10:00 Applications from the Book of
Joshua
C. A. Winger
Song—The Word of God Shall Stand
Mtshabezi Quartet
D
o ™ 2 u r S u f f i c i . e n c y -••-.-:
- B. Hall
2:00 Prophecv in the Light of Current
Events '
C I Cullen
Song—Close to Thee•'......'....'..
N, Rhodesia Quartet
Steps to a Life of Victory.
7:00 Moving Forward in the a Flce r ofDifAcuities
Anna R. Engle
Song—The Son of God Goes Forth.,
Mixed Quartet
Expectantly and worshipfully we joined
in singing the opening hymns of Bible Conference. Brother Frey, in the chair, referred to the fact that our first African Bible
Conference attended by both Northern and
Southern Rhodesian workers was held in
1919. In questioning he found that only
seven of our present group were here at
that time, including one who was just a
child then. Names of others in attendance
at that conference were mentioned; some of
these are now in the homeland, some in the
Heavenly Homeland.
The opening discussion of the conference struck the key-note of our sessions,
Christ must be exalted, He must have first
place. His messenger must know true discipleship, his life characterized by earnest
prayer and Bible study. All the resources
of God are at the command of those who
trust Him, for " M y God shall supply all
your need according to His riches in glory
by Christ Jesus."
Motives which had challenged us at
home were definitely brought before us
anew. W i t h the joy and power of the
Lord Jesus Christ in our hearts we gladly
fulfil His commission in telling the Good
News to the world's needy. Very forceful was the message on God's dealings with
Israel, our hearts burned as w e listened.
The same righteous, patient, merciful God
W h o assured deliverance to them is ours
to-day. Under divine government there are
no obstacles which can not be overcome.
Each topic and each song throughout the
conference had its special message, it really was a treat to sit in one's chair among
a group of fellow Europeans and listen.
W e felt within a deep response to challenges thrown ont, by God's grace we will
d o our part in personal evangelism, making
use of opportunities on our stations while
just about our work, or pressing out to
those in their villages who have no urge to
come in t o the mission. W e rejoice to
know that in Christ Jesus we find our sufficiency and our spirits cry:
"Take us, Lord, 0 take us truly,
S t y ^ s rd'caeadnLeaus'thoro3ly,
Then with all Thy fulness
fill.

VISITOR

"Father, by this blessed filling,
Dwell Thyself in us we pray;
We are waiting, Thou art willing,
Fill us with Thyself to-day!"
One part of our program which especially was a blessinq to us was the special
..
,
TCX J
•
T>Ltime o!
P r a y e r o n Monday morning. This
was divided into three parts: (1) Thanksgiving for answered prayer of last conferfor g i v i n g u s t r i e privilege of this
ence
t
JI
J
I
t
conference, tor sending workers and makin
9 possible Brother Winger's return, for
the eighty-seven baptisms of the first half
o f t h i s y e a r a I K j a t , o u t t e n w h o r e t u r n e d to
Christ
(2) Petitions for the missionaries
themselves, for a vision of prayer, real passion for souls, wisdom in the work, true
deepening of our own spiritual lives: for
new workers; for fellow-missionaries in
other fields; for our co-workers in India
and i n the homeland; for the the tent meetin
g s at home; for the home church. (3) Petitions for the native people, for the deepenin
g O I the spiritual life of the native
church; that they may have a vision of
service in evangelism and offerings; for the
pupils in our schools, especially for those
training as pastor-teachers; for the teachers and evangelists; and for the government
in their attempts to uplift the native. Our
souls were refreshed as we knelt together.
Another outstanding feature was our littie missionary prayer meeting of Sunday
night. Our veteran soldier, Brother Frey,
spoke to us on Bible Holiness. His white
hair and love-lit face testify alike t o long
and joyous service on the field. He clearly set forth the life of victory, the life
cleansed, empowered, and indwelt by the
Holy Spirit which is our Blood-bought portion in Christ.
These few days passed very quickly indeed. Yet their passing was not in vain,
T h e y had fulfilled their mission. W e d n e s day morning found us assembling in Business Conference, the better able t o decide
its problems because of the short period in
which we were able to "come apart and
re
s t awhile.
— A. R. E .
(To be continued)

prayer and supplication." W h a t cared the
great wicked town for that little coterie of
"fanatics?" But the fire kindled in that
sacred chamber soon burst forth over the
civilized world, and it is burning yet!
The seed of the Reformation flame was
in Martin Luther's big brave heart.
That intensely spirited preacher, Dr.
Thomas H. Skinner, told me that during
his pastorate in the Arch Street Church,
Philadelphia, he felt deeply moved with an
insatiate hungering for the immediate outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon his flock.
He invited two or three of his elders to
meet him in fervent prayer; they got well
kindled and called in others. After several
evenings thus spent, the flame spread
through the whole congregation, and there
was a powerful work that yielded a large
number of conversions. Would not this
be a good precedent for those pastors in
N e w York and numberless other places
who are desirous of a genuine revival?
During my own pastorates, which extended through forty-four years, I can testify that nearly all the revivals had very
humble beginnings.
T h e first one—and a very remarkable
one it was in many respects—began with a
faithful talk of a sweet young girl with an
impenitent friend, and as soon as I discovered that the Holy Spirit was at work
in that family I appointed special services,
and before a week had passed, the little
church was in a blessed blaze! W h a t a
luxury it was to work then under the baptism of the power from on high! T h e sermons made themselves, and at the devotional meetings praying came to my people
as easy as breathing.

It has never been my usual practice to
invite the labors of an evangelist; but twenty-seven years ago, M r . D . L. Moody
(who had not yet become famous,) said
to the Superintendent of our new Mission
Chapel, " W h a t a nice place this is to hold
some meetings." He was cordially invited, and at the end of a week about twenty
persons had been mustered together on the
sharp Winter evenings.
"This seems slow work," I said to him.
"Very true," replied my sagacious brother,
The Sparks that Kindle
"it is slow, but if you want to kindle a
Revivals
fire, you collect a handful of sticks, light
them with a match, and keep blowing until
By Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler
they blaze, then heap on the wood. So I
am working here with a handful of ChrisN o wise Christian ever despises the day tians, endeavoring t o warm them up with
of small things, especially if he sees the love for Jesus, and if they get well warmhand of God in them. Spiritual awaken- ed, a general revival will come and sinners
ings in church very often have small be- will be converted."
ginnings; one or two persons who have beHe was right; the revival did come and
come thoroughly aroused awaken others,
Sometimes the spark of the holy fire is in it spread into the parent church, and over
a single godly heart that is inspired with one hundred converts made their public
the love of Jesus, and a solicitude for the confession of Christ before our communion table. It was in those little chapel meetsalvation of souls.
The Pentecostal work began with a ings that my beloved brother Moody prehandful of earnest followers of the lately pared his first "Bible readings," which have
crucified Christ who met in an obscure up- since become so celebrated in this country
per room in Jerusalem and continued in and in Great Britain.
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Everything depends upon going straight
to "headquarters." Reliance upon any man,
or any method, or any methods in themselves is a fatal mistake. Success depends
on watching the leadings of the Holy Spirit,
and in prompt co-operation with the Spirit.
That Spirit works with the humblest private Christian, as truly as with the most
eloquent preacher.
"He will baptize you with fire." Grasp
that precious promise and act on it. If
there is a live coal in your heart, or even a
glowing spark, carry it where it will kindle
somebody else. False fire soon ends in
smoke; but a seed of the divine fire is
pretty sure to grow, and sure to spread.
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"Christ, the Saint, and the Law"
(Concluded from last issue)

By E. Lewis

Berg

Although law and grace are sharply con- ing between the Cherubims (I Sam. 4:4;
trasted in the Scriptures, they are not an- Isa. 37:16) and so "The justifier of him
tagonistic. It is necessary to discriminate which believes injesus " (Rom. 3:4).
between them in their relationship to God's
" W h a t shall we then say to these things?
plan of redemption in Christ as typified by If God is on our side who is there to apMoses and Aaron in the tabernacle work. pear against us?" (See Rom. 9:31-34.) FiThe meaning of the Cross is the expres- nally, then redeemed believer in Christ,
sion of grace, the answer to justice. Christ taught and led by the Spirit, who teaches
BETHP.EU IN CHRIST MISSION
offering Himself without spot to God, the W o r d whose sword is the W o r d , will
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., India stricken, smittn of God, bruised for our ini- not be perplexed by such Scriptures as
23/7/35
The Editor "Visitor"
quities (Isa. 53:5; Heb. 9:14). Yet volun- Psa. 1:1, 2 and 19:7, 8, and 37:31 and 119:
Nappanee, Ind., U. S. A.
tarily, out of love for the joy set before 97; Matt. 4:4; II Tim. 3:14-17; Heb. 8:10;
Dear Bro. Stump:
Please find herewith enclosed a statement of
Him, Heb. 12:2. " W h e n Christ died up- James 2:8; I John 2:7-8; II John '5, and
"receipts of offerings" for the months of
April, May and June which came direct to the on Calvary's Cross our sins were complete- many others.
Field and are not reported thru the F. M. B. ly answered for." The veil of the Temple
Treasurer in the "Visitor." By ruling of our
There is one phrase which expresses the
last General Council such a report is to be was rent: the earth did quake; and rocks
unity of the scriptures and that is the exsent by the Field Treasurer quarterly. The
rent and the graves were opened. ("Na- pression which occurs thirty-five times in
report is as follows:
Tulare S. S., thru Elsie W. Engle, for
tures responce to her Creator's cry, the old Psalm 119; namely; " T h y W o r d . " This is
"Marcus"
$10.00
creation making way for the new whose a singular number and accords with a comMartinsburg S. S., thru Ira K. Stern, for
Levi Babu
32.00
foundation His death has laid, and the mon usage in the Book. Compare John 17:
Upland, Calif., Mary E. Byer for "Gwin" 35.00
Bv Bro. Allen Foote for medical
50.3S rending of the graves proclaim the power
14, 17. One more thought with reference
Upland, Calif., Sr. Mary E. Byer for the
Work
15.00 of His death over death for all His own." to Rom. 5:18-21. A suggestive note by F.
Upland, Calif., Sr. Lvdia Byer for "Girls'
Guille).
E. Marsh: "Let us remember that Jesus is
Teacher"
50.00
Rheems, Pa., S. O. Brubaker, for "VicIt has been well suggested, Calvary sig- not only the expression of God's love, but
toria"
-.
50.00
nalled to Sinai and Sinai to Calvary, "It in His death we see God's hatred of sin;
Mt. Joy, Pa., "Sunshine" Band, Cross
Roads S. S. for Orphan girls
23.00 is Finished." N o w see Exod. 4:27-31.
Aaron on the day of atonement first went
Ohambersburg, Pa., Air Hill S. S. for
widow, "Batchni"
35.00 Mark the kiss of Moses and Aaron when into the holiest of all and sprinkled the
Pasadena, Calif., Srs. Anna Noll and
blood on and before the mercy seat then he
Mary Zook, for widows
70.00 they met in the wilderness at the mount of
Young People of United Zion Church,
God, vs. 27. Typical of Mount Calvary came out and blessed the people. In like
United Christian Church and Brethren
in Christ Church, thru Mary A. Stoner,
(I take it). N o w turn to Psa. 85:7-13, vs. manner Jesus first met the righteous claims
for widows
91.71
9-11. "Surely His Salvation is nigh them of God before He could be the Saviour
Young People of United Zion Church,
United Christian Church and Brethren
that fear Him; that glory may dwell in the of the sinner. Remember God is Majesty
in Christ Church, thru Mary A. Stoner,
for medical
91.71 land; mercy and truth are met together, as well as Mercy; Consuming fire as well
Elizabethtown, Pa., Daughters cf the
King S. S. Class, for Sona Mani
18.00 righteousness and peace have kissed each as Compassion; Light as well as Love;
Lowbanks, Ont., Wainfleet S. S., for
other" vs. 11-1. Is this not wonderful? Grace reigns because the justice of God
"Samson & Barabus"
50.00
N o w turn to Rev. 15:3, 4. The above in- has been met, and we may say it with rev$621.80 dicates that thus was born the song of M o - erence, God could not possibly have disDear readers of the "Visitor": Greeting.
It is with pleasure that the report of offer- ses the servant of God; and the song of
pensed his mercy at the expense of His
ings sent to the Indian Mission Field directly,
not thru the F. M. B. Treasurer, is herewith the Lamb saying, "great and marvelous are justice." Therefore, because Jesus met the
submitted. May it be so that all who have thy works Lord God Almighty; just and
claims of justice by His Blood, "grace
made this report possible shall receive more
from their Heavenly Father in return for their true are Thy ways, O King of the Nations, reigns through righteousnes unto eternal
liberality than they may be expecting. We ask W h o shall not fear thee, O Lord, and
life." And those who think they have
that the vision of the task before the Church
shall not become dimmed but rather made glorify thy name for thou only art holy." nothing more to do with the law, because
more bright thru yours and our united efforts
This will be the song of all the redeemed they think they are under grace, but to
and prayers.
Yours for the lost of India,
throughout all the ages of eternity.
shun it as an old enemy might as well say
Geo. E. Paulus, Field Treas.
they have nothing more to do with the will
Are we redeemed, regenerated, n e w
of God. For the divine law and the divine
creatures in Christ, filled and sealed by the
Words
will are substantially one, the former the
Spirit, sons of God? Behind this experioutward manifestation of the latter. And
Consider well the mighty effect of such ence is the ministration of the Holy Spirit believers are to be filled with a knowledge
through
the
W
o
r
d
of
God's
grace;
His
small things as words. Kind words have
of His Will (Col. 1:9, 10), and also stand
the power to soothe and give peace and whole revealed will in the terms of the perfect and complete in all the Will of
N
e
w
Covenant.
And
behind
this
is
the
joy. Harsh words bruise another's spirit;
God." (Col. 4:12).
sometimes they cruelly wound. T o watch crucified risen and glorified Redeemer W h o
your words is of even as great importance is a faithful and merciful High Priest,
as to watch your step. T o lose one's foot- Mediator, Intercessor and Advocate and
There is nothing in life so urgent or iming may injure no one else, but unguarded the propitiated and vindicated Law of portant that we should lessen our time to
words are sure to carry unhappiness and God's eternal truth, forever settled in hea- pray. It is vital to us that we take time for
sorrow to others. Clean words, like the ven and the most holy annotated at the communion and fellowship with God, who
sweet water of a spring, reveal the purity throne of grace. And God the eternal, lov- is revealed through Jesus Christ.—E. M.
of the source from which they come.—Sel. ing, merciful father, just and true, dwelljunds.
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 197.

TIMOTHY

Topic for October 6, 1935
Scripture Reading—Acts 16:1-5
I. His heredity
His tenderness and unfeigned faith. II Tim.
1:4 and 5.
The "gift that is in thee." I Tim. 4:14.
What qualities would the fldelity of Timothy's mother and grandmother to the
Jewish faith develop or assist in developing in him?
II. His boyhood days
Give a picture of the Jewish homelife in
Timothy's day.
Describe the educational advantages in those
days.
The place of worship.
His acceptance of Christ in his youth.
Other points of interest may be discussed.
Timothy's father (Acts 16:1-3); place of
his birth and boyhood days; reason for his
circumcision.
III. His years of activity
Notice the extreme interest the Apostle Paul
showed in Timothy as a spiritual father
in his exhortations to him, such a s : to be
an example; sound in faith; preach the .
Word; hold fast. Find others.
Give the pastoral appointments of Timothy
relating a few incidents surrounding them.
Note the perils and hardships of Timothy's
life as an associated worker with Paul.
Suggestive material for the preparation of
this topic: Acts 16:1—20:4; I and II Timothy:
a Bible dictionary and Works of Josephus. The
other writings of Paul will also furnish some
information if Timothy be traced therein.

"There is only one Savior in all the universe; but every one of us can have a
whole Christ, without the least danger of
robbing anyone else.
YOUNG PEOPLE'S MEETING TOPICS
The above topics, prepared by our Young
People's Topic Committee and published in
each issue of the paper, can be obtained in
leaflet form.
These are mailed every two
weeks about a month prior to the date the
topic is to be used.
Price in lots of less than 10, 15c per copy
per year; 10 or more copies to one address, 10c
per copy per year prepaid.
Order of
E. V. PUBLISHING- HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

A Miser's End
There is a story told of a very rich miser,
who lived in Panda in the year 1843. N o
deed of charity ever graced his sordid life,
and, as he would not trust a bank or any
other commercial security with the hoard
which was always growing in his hands, he
almost wore himself out by personally
watching over it. Sometimes he sat up all
night in the room with his money, watching 'over it with sword and pistol.
V As his health, both of body and mind,
began to suffer from such vigils, he determined to make a remote room of his large
house his treasure-chamber, and for this
he had an iron door made with a peculiar
-

No. 198.
CHRIST'S TREATMENT OP HIS ENEMIES
Topic for Oct. 13, 1935
Suggestive Scripture Heading—Rom. 12:9-21
(Note). The Gospels do not often use the
term enemies in relation with the various
classes and groups with whom Jesus came into
contact and sought to teach, yet some of these
people very definitely manifest themselves as
such in their conduct and regard for the person, word, and works of Christ, as He ministered to the human race. His relation to these
opposers is an outstanding example for His
followers in addition to the sublime truth
that for this class of people He suffered and
died.
I.

Did He Love Them? Read Luke 9:51-56;
13:34 and 19:41.
For a description of their conduct and attitude toward Him read Matt. 10: 24-27; 13:5358, and Luke 4:16-30.
What does He expect of followers today?
Matt. 5:44; I John 2:9-10; 3:18.
II. He Included Them in His Universal
Atonement.
John 3:16—"Whosoever."
John 12:32—"All."
Isa. 55:1—"Everyone."
Rom. 5:10 an Col. 1:21—"Enemies."
III. He Granted Salvation to Penitents who
were once opposers. Matt. 27:44; Mark
15:32; Luke 23:39-45; Acts 9:1-17.
According- to these scriptures there are opposers from different angles. . Name what in
your mind are some of the outstanding opposers of to-day. What kind of treatment have
they a right to receive from the followers of
Christ?
IV. Silence and His Enemies.
1. He silenced, them.
In 8:6.
presence of woman's accusers John
Evil men put to Silence Matt. 22:34 and
46-.
2. He remained silent in their midst.
Before High Priest. Matt. 26:62-63.
Before Pilate. Matt. 27:14.
Before Herod. Luke 23:9.
Compare and apply Eccl. 3:7.
V. Going the "SECOND MILE"
Matt. 5:40; Lu. 22:50-51; Lu. 23:34. These
scriptures not only contain teachings of Jesus
in this respect but some practical examples.
Under what circumstances are we justified
in demanding our rights as those who are going the second mile?
Can those who go the second mile practice
the conduct described in I Cor. 6:1-7?
Are we expecting too much when we expect
ALL Christians to apply I Peter 2:21 in a
practical manner?

lock of which he alone would possess a
key. He then had a trap constructed so
that anyone who entered the room, must,
in passing directly to the money chest, put
his feet on a spring which would immediately precipitate him into the depths below, to perish by a lingering death beyond
the reach of human ears, or to fall at once
into the river on which one side of this
oubliette opened.
The first day after these preparations
were finished was the Sabbath, and he
spent it in conveying his precious gold to
the chamber of safety. From that time he
seemed free from anxiety, and more arrogant and purse-proud than before.
One night, having as usual, gone to his

(15)
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strong room to see that his money was safe
before retiring to rest, he placed his foot by
accident on the spring of the trap he had
made, and was precipitated to the bottom,
much of his money falling with him, and
being afterwards found scattered around
his mangled body. He had fallen into the
pit which he had made.
It was a strange ending to a selfish covetous life. And other lives have ended as
sadly, when they have been spent in the
pursuit of gold. Overwork, hardship, exposure, privation, anxiety, gluttony, lust,
luxury, all have had their victims among
the votaries of wealth and
The meanest foe in all the train
Hath thousands and ten thousands

slain.

Men have been tempted for their wealth,
ensnared for their wealth, murdered for
their wealth, and lost for their wealth.
They have left their money to quarreling
heirs and greedy lawyers; those who have
inherited it have become the prey of
knaves, swindlers and fortune hunters; and
a trail of desolation has followed in the
wake of their ill-gotten gains.
"They that will be rich fall into temptations and a snare, and into many foolish
and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition. For the love of
money is a root of all evils, which while
some coveted after, they have erred from
the faith, pierced themselves through with
many sorrows. But thou, Oh, man of God,
flee these things; and follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience,
meekness. Fight the good fight of faith,
lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art
also called, and hast professed a good profession before many witnesses."—The
Christian.

Confessions of a Minister
Having read in your magazine, the
"Confessions of a Minister's Wife," I was
encouraged to do a bit of confessing myself with the selfish wish uppermost in my
mind that at least one of my parishioners
would read it and thus understand me and
my position better.
T o introduce myself, I would say, that I
live in a small country community. Each
Sunday, twice, as I mount to the pulpit I
look out over an attractive auditorium with
practically all of the front pews vacant, the
faithful few gathered in the rear seats. Am
I to blame, I ask myself, that the people in
the parish prefer to read their Sunday
newspapers, work in their gardens or play
a round of golf at the nearby Country
Club?
As the organist plays the prelude I wish
I could insist upon having not only the
opening music but all the hymns played
faster but—I am not supposed to dictate to
the organist or the music committee.
Then follows the usual order of events
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and I am expected to amuse, interest and
inspire my congregation for half an hour
while they listen indifferently or otherwise,
just as they choose, or whisper or take a
nap as I give them the results of my hours
or preparation.
The shepherd of this particular flock is
always weary on a Sunday night and given
to pondering over the situation. Rumors,
and sometimes something louder than mere
rumors, reach him that he is no longer desired but there seems no logical way of
disposing of him and his little family. Is
he then a complete failure? Having all his
years of preparation, his sacrifices and efforts been in vain? Did I mistake the call
to the ministry for something else? Am I
wholly to blame? There is no doubt but
what I try, and try hard, but there seems
to be so little response, so little interest.
Now, before I close I would like to ask
these questions. W h y should I be made to
feel that my salary is a gift and not earned?
M y children are attractive and fortunately
look well in the inexpensive clothing my
meager salary allows but they are criticized
for dressing as well as they do. Poor minister and poor minister's family! So much
is expected of them! He is criticized for
things that happen and don't happen, his
lack of charm and personality, his having
too large a family, his lack of enthusiasm
or oversupply of it, his calling too often or
too seldom, his very gait and mode of hairdressing even brings cause to discussion,
favorable or otherwise, mostly otherwise.
Is there any calling that brings so much
personal criticism as the ministry?
I doubt it and I wonder at it. This
sounds more like a soliloquy than a confession but I'm hoping some church member, especially one of my own flock, will
come forward and state in a plain w a y just
wherein lies the fault, also the cure.
At this particular time of the year, budgets occupy the attention of all. Is the minister to blame if the needful amount is not
raised? Can he force his parishioners to
drop into the collection plate money that
they prefer to spend for movies and other
forms of entertainment? Well—if there is
a deficit, I am sure I shall be named as
either the direct or contributing cause of it.
In spite of all these confessions and soliloquies or whatever they might be termed
I am not a pessimist nor a cynic, but I propose to go along doing my duty as I see
it with faith, optimism and trust.
—Christian Herald.

Worthy of the Best
Whatever the cost, and however difficult
the work may be, it is worth while, especially when we remember the value of one
precious soul, and that every soul saved
means another gem for the crown of our
Adorable Lord, who sees of the travail of
His soul, and is satisfied. If He is satisfied,
then who are we to be dissatisfied? W e
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have but one life to live, and He is worthy
of the best.
"Only one life—'twill soon be past,
Only what's done for Christ will last."
•—Scattered Seed.
Grace does not run in the blood, as
corruption does.—Matthew Henry.
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Every church should support two pas' 1 '
tors—one for the thousands at home; the
other for the millions abroad.
—Jacob Chamberlain.
But there was nothing outside that could
take away the joy inside.—Samb, the first
convert at Nala, Africa, on his return from
a hard tour.
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Lovely 'Sunshine Line" Folders
Christian

Messages

Scripture

Texts

Such genuinely lovely folders as you see on these pages are the result of experience and
care in selecting beautiful and artistic designs; preparing worth-while messages that spread
friendship and cheer; and choosing appropriate Bible verses.
You can do untold good and brighten the hours for friends and loved ones by using
"The Sunshine Line" on the several occasions you remember.
This delightful new line is superior to any we have previously offered. You pay no more
for these beautiful Scripture-text folders than you are asked for ordinary cards.

X301—Waiting for You to Get Well

"Be strong'and of a good courage.
Here's a beautiful folder with silver highlights. I s
die cut and h a s decorative silver insert. Quite colorful
birds and flowers. Envelope included. Price 10 cents.

X302—Thinking of You
May the Giver of all things good and true
Shower His blessings down on you,
Blessings to give you cheery days,
Blessings to brighten dreary ways,
Blessings that strength and courage send—
Blessings that never, never end.
"Every good
every perfect gift is from above."—
James 1:17
This lovely folder has gold highlights and a silk
blue ribbon. Dainty bouquet in colors. Envelope included. Price 10 cents.

Dainty Birthday Folders
E401—Happy Birthday
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It's good to know this good old world
Is sprinkled through and through
In towns and cities everywhere
With splendid folks like you.
It makes it better many ways;
Here's wishing lots more—New Birthdays!
"The Lord hath done great things for us."—Ps. 126:3
A cheerful design. Die cut in circular shape and
having geld highlights with gold insert. Very richappearing. Envelope included. Price 10 cents.
B402—Birthday Greetings
May the year you are starting
mean new success,
new hopes, new friends,
new happiness.
"No good thing will He withhold from them that walk
uprightly."—Ps. 84:11
Another beautiful folder with blue silk ribbon bov%Scenic view a n d flowers in colors. Envelope included.

Price 10 cents

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, Nappanee, Indiana

